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Abstract
Architecting consumes a relatively small portion of the design process, yet the decisions made
at this critical stage will direct the overall course of the implementation and operational
process. Well architected systems can deliver competitive advantage by delivering maximized
benefits at a competitive cost. These beneficial effects are vital in complex systems such as
MOBL.E, which is an integrated charging station network linking various points in Portugal that
will enable electric vehicles to recharge. MOBL.E's main mission is to jumpstart the Portuguese
sustainable electric mobility industry, promoting the integration of the electric power from
renewable sources into the functioning and development of cities.
This thesis underscores the importance of electric mobility as well as technology trends that will
influence the evolution of MOBL.E by constructing a standalone informal primer on MOBI.E.
Application of system architecture tools including the morphological matrix to key steps in the
architecting process has been demonstrated and evaluations of MOBL.E's architecture have
been conducted. Further, a structured framework for architectural evaluation of complex
systems, building upon other frameworks in the literature, has been proposed and utilized to
critically evaluate MOBIE's current design against best practices in system architecture.
The conclusion of this analysis has been that MOBL.E's design has incorporated appropriate
technology, minimized future rework, offered flexibility in design & implementation, ensured
scalability, as well as helped meet unexpected future needs.
Thesis supervisor: Stephen R. Connors
Supervisor title: Director, Analysis Group for Regional Energy Alternatives, MIT Energy Initiative
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Thesis methodology
This thesis looks at MOBL.E, the Portuguese Electric Vehicle network with the intent of
examining and critiquing its system architecture from a variety of viewpoints.
The introductory material as well as the description of the corresponding technology was
constructed from a series of interviews with the design architects (listed in Appendix D) from
the MOBL.E team (without whom this thesis would have proven impossible to write). Appendix
E contains a list of many of the individual questions that were asked during these interviews.
From these interviews, we developed an understanding of the project's background, team
selection, project timeline as well as the technology readiness levels of the included
subsystems. In doing so, we were able to understand, up to a certain extent, MOBL.E's complete
architecture as well as its capabilities within the context of electric mobility today and
tomorrow.
It is hard to do justice to any such (informal yet reasonably systematic) study of a specific
system without understanding the technology, regulatory and business framework first. These
ideas are developed in successive chapters starting from the beginning.
This thesis is hence best read linearly- through the introduction, background, technology,
trends and finally MOBL.E architectural critique and summary.
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1 CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
The Project: MOBI.E
Mainstream car manufacturers are currently releasing electric vehicles (EV's) worldwide.
However, electric vehicles require parallel investment in recharging platforms (also called
charging stations). Predictably, a key design and cost consideration to charging station
infrastructure investment in the answer to the question of whether enough people would be
willing to buy EV's. The government of Portugal has hence embarked on establishing MOBI.E,
an EV charging station network involving multiple players on the energy value chain to serve
the current and future needs of all the stakeholders involved, including the environment and
society.
Approach
The orator Hermagoras of Temnos, as quoted in pseudo-Augustine's De Rhetorica defined
seven "circumstances" (p6pta nEplTNGEWC; 'elements of circumstance') as the loci of an issue:
Quis, quid, quando, ubi, cur, quem ad modum, quibus adminiculis.
(Who, what, when, where, why, in what way, by what means)
The principle underlying the maxim is that each question should elicit a factual answer - facts
necessary to include for a report to be considered complete. Importantly, none of these
questions can be answered with a simple "yes" or "no".
global global global global global global global
w!y what how whmre when who how much
the the the the things does does
system system system elements occur them It cost
Is bult accompishes acts are
need god function form thnina operator gg
opportunity performance process structure dynamics user expense
Figure 1: The seven circumstances (Robertson, Wikipedia)
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Asking each of the above questions yields systematic and deep insights into the nature of
complex systems. Progressing from 'why' to 'how' also helps maintain an intuitive flow to
describing a system.
Such systematic investigation leads to a holistic look at systems. It helps frame highly technical
systems within social, political frameworks and helps the system architect identify value flows
between stakeholders, prioritize his work as well as detect missing links that might lead to
undesirable system behavior. We will be using this framework to 'feel' our way around the
system in an attempt to understand MOBI.E at various levels.
To bring it all together, MIT's Ed Crawley advocates a framework (shown in the figure below)
that identifies many of the socio-technical factors that externally influence a complex system.
GLOBAL ENEPUEECONOMIC
"'ENTERPRISE .. mT
ECMY CORPOACT
CHM CORPORT NUMAN CORPORATE PROFITS
b SSKILLS MANAGEMENT CULTURE
GOALS POCOTIRAL
POLITCAL11IIIIPC
wUTs LEGAL SOCIL
HUMANDesign IMPACT
RESOURCES
REGLATIONS ILATIONS __
ARKEINGConceive operate
LEGAL -
CUSTOMER INELECTUAL
NEEDS PROPERTY
COMPETION Architecture MARKEING,
R &D __SALES, GOODS
E C H N O L O G Y DI S T I BU IO N S E R V C E_
OPERATIONS
SERVICES INFORMATION ENGIEERING
SYSTEMS TOOLS R&D ?
MANUFAC1URED ENVIRONMENTAL
GOODS COMPLIANCE ? POLLUTION
RAW MATRA'
Figure 2: A architectural framework that considers sociotechncal aspects
(Crawley, MIT SDM System Architecture Course, Fall 2010)
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The figure indicates that several factors need to be considered by the architect before he gets
into actual process of architecting, including the global economy, political situation, regulatory
framework, competition as well as, perhaps most importantly, customer needs.
Once 'inside the enterprise box', the architect has a relationship with several corporate
functions including legal, R&D, marketing as well as engineering. Within the architecting
function itself, the architect's work spans the product development lifecycle (PDLC) from
conception through design, implementation and operation.
Importantly, the architecture does not produce only goods and services. The architecture can
result in technology breakthroughs, which can spawn additional ideas and technology. It can
make or break companies and affect branding. It can make the world a better or a worse place,
although it is frequently argued that it is the usage of the technology and not the technology
itself that ultimately decides the utility of the architecture. Moreover, integrated systems such
as MOBL.E have the potential to affect a nation's (Portugal's) economy, and make a political
statement, as well as have social effects such as encouraging people to think more about the
environment and adopt cleaner ways of commuting. MOBL.E is also intended to have the effect
of increasing quality of life in the long term by reducing various forms of pollution and
promoting sustainability.
These potential positive effects are readily appreciated, but they do not come automatically
and cannot be taken for granted. In order for any architecture's full potential to be realized, it is
absolutely critical that the system be architected 'well'.
But what exactly does that mean? And is MOBL.E architected well?
This thesis tries to answer those questions incrementally. A background in MOBI.E and a
context for electric mobility in general must be built up first in order to do justice to the
frameworks that attempt to address questions of that nature.
Organization of the rest of this document
Chapter 2 builds up a background of the MOBL.E project and talks about some of the policy and
econonomic reasons that led to MOBL.E's conception. Chapter 3 lists the stakeholders as well as
15
some of their considerations, and introduces some ideas about MOBL.E's value chain as well as
how it will be operated. Chapter 4 identifies MOBL.E's high level architectural goals as well as
design process. Chapter 5 talks about the electric vehicle platform in general, describing the
state of the art as well as some emerging ideas that will influence electric mobility of the future.
Chapter 6 discusses many of my views on MOBL.E's architecture at several levels. Chapter 7
knits all these ideas together in a tight summary.
16
2 CHAPTER 2: INTRODUCING MOBIE
A Chicken-And-Egg Problem
One of the primary reasons why the MOBL.E concept was pushed by the Portuguese
government was to overcome a classic chicken-and-egg problem in EV adoption:
Car Owners will not buy EV's without the existence of a widespread charging network.
AND AT THE SAME TIME:
In order to invest in a large scale charging network, companies would need a matching
installed-base of EV's so that they can realize profits. Who would then make the first move?
THEREFORE:
(the Rooster!)
The Portuguese government has boldly initiated a large scale electric mobility network project,
incentivizing the adoption of EV's and PHEV's.
As put by Giordano et al., there is a deadlock from stakeholders waiting for a breakthrough to
get the ball rolling, consisting of:
1. Consumers waiting for cost effectiveness and comparable range in EVs
2. Automakers waiting for a market
3. Power retailers looking for the business case
4. DSO's (distribution system operators) cautiously interested in V2G services
5. Renewable generation companies interested in EV's as distributed storage systems.
6. Battery suppliers waiting for both a stable market and advancement of R&D.
The user centric altruistic intent is to provide EV users with more choice- additional, network-
enabled, functionality (such as paying bills) while they are physically at the charging stations,
waiting for EV charging.
The platform is positioned to create a network effect, allowing for multiple players to enter the
market by lowering entry costs (partly from competition, partly by regulation). Attempts have
been made for the platform to be 'accessible' (easy to develop on) to any player with a viable
business model to develop and provide innovative value added services to the EV user.
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At the same time, Utility companies have access to more partners (since the MOBL.E platform is
open), more business models and an opportunity to expand their service offerings. In addition,
they will have access to more locations to sell their services (Pinto et al., 2010).
MOBL.E's technology has been designed to be attractive enough to a host of innovators (inside
and also possibly outside Portugal) as well as early adopters. These entities may include-
Early adopters:
1. Technology enthusiasts and car sharing fosterers
2. The environmentally conscious/motivated
3. Fleet owners
Charging point hosts:
4. Supermarkets, gas stations, fast food chains and other public places.
Others:
5. People looking to buy a second car.
(from Novabase analysis, 2010)
2.1.1 Key differentiators of MOBI.E
The MOBL.E model was designed to focus on the user, favor market rules and to promote
competition amongst energy retailers. MOBL.E is currently in its implementation phase.
Through a Living Lab RENER, created by INTELI, twenty five of the largest Portuguese
municipalities have committed their resources to the MOBL.E program. As an outcome, a public
nationwide network of 1350 vehicle-charging points has been installed through 2011, making
the Portuguese electric mobility network one of the largest and most advanced living
laboratories of its kind in the world (MOBL.E, Lisbon, 2009)
MOBL.E's main and unique features are:
* Access to every all EV/plug-in hybrid electric vehicles, battery manufacturers and energy
retailers.
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e A business model open to multiple charging station operators.
e A charging service available to users through different energy network operators.
e The ability for EV users to pick any energy retailer at any charging station.
e Accommodation for vehicle to grid (V2G) systems
e Integration with smart grids
MOBL.E overall has a market-oriented structure, with the goal of being able to attract private
investors and hence benefiting the users while contributing to a faster expansion of the overall
adoption of EV's (Pinto et al., 2010)
Economics/Industry Policy
2.1.2 Why Portugal?
Like most other countries, Portugal is highly dependent on imported petroleum products.
Transportation accounts for 31% of national energy consumption and C02 emissions are high in
relation to 2020 targets. More than 10% of C02 emissions in European urban areas come from
road traffic (International Transport Forum, Lisbon, 2009). There is a need for a new paradigm
to mitigate some of these problems and this need drives new visions for mobility, solutions and
applications. This vision are driving towards integrated systems where users, transportation,
infrastructure and roads are intimately linked.
Portugal has taken the lead in developing and testing these integrated sustainable mobility
solutions through MOBL.E, resulting in an interoperable (anywhere in Portugal, Spain or beyond
(details to be resolved)) electric charging network focused on user convenience.
2.1.3 Strategic importance
In Portugal, a large proportion of electricity production comes from renewable resources with
targets for 2020 being very aggressive: 60% of energy consumed to come from renewable
sources with target C02 emissions at 24% below EU average (Camus et al., 2011). This has
created an opportunity for Portugal to break the oil dependence chain by investing in an
ambitious program to infrastructure the entire country with a public charging network for
electric vehicles.
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This program goes along with other initiatives including promoting solar panels, micro wind
turbines, energy efficiency improvement in public buildings as well as a smart grids project
called InovGrid which hopes to equip every Portuguese home with an intelligent meter by the
end of 2016. Each of these programs forms an important part of Portugal's near to mid-term
energy policy (World Future Energy Summit presentation). Further, given the common
involvement of the Portuguese government as well as major companies such as Efacec and
Novabase in each of these projects, there is informal but significant coordination of synergies
between the projects (Pinto et al., 2010).
Further, during Portugal's booming economy in the 1980s', significant investments were made
in order to modernize the electricity distribution infrastructure, and it would behoove Portugal
to realize all the benefits of this modernization at the 'front end' by solving the challenges that
lie within the EV and grid interface. MOBL.E will facilitate that change.
It can also be argued that widespread use of EV's will enable better accommodation for the
current and future production of renewable energy (International Transport Forum, Lisbon,
2009).
Additionally, night time charging of EV's helps optimize usage of grid capacity by
instantaneously harnessing surplus renewable energy generated at night, especially in view of
the fact that beyond pumped storage, there is little or no new grid-scale energy storage (short
or long term) tied to the grid currently. By allowing for smart charging, projects such as MOBL.E
minimize additional investments in the grid, facilitate the integration of renewable energy
sources as well as introduce greater flexibility into the system.
2.1.4 Incentives
Simultaneously targeting expedited deployment of charging stations as well as speedy adoption
of EV's, the Portuguese government has agreed to provide the following first set of incentives
(MOBL.E Institutional Showcase):
Positioned to encourage EV purchases:
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1. C5000 direct subsidy on EV purchase + C1500 from "cash for clunkers" program (for the
first 5000 EV's sold until the end of 2012).
2. EV-purchase and road tax-exemption
3. Tax incentives for private-owners and companies
4. 20% state-owned annual car fleet renewal with Electric Vehicles
5. Governmental direct purchase of 20 Electric Vehicles for awareness and advertising
purposes
6. Use of EV priority lanes and parking spaces
Positioned to encourage deployment of charging stations:
7. Public pilot infrastructure funding (320 charging points by 2010 and 1350 by 2011)
8. Implementation of a research, development and testing platform for Electric Mobility
Management Systems
The 1300 (normal) and 50 (fast) charging points combination is envisioned to be just the first
step in MOBI.E. The government estimates that as many as 180,000 electric-powered cars will
roam Portugal's roads by 2020, and that around 25,000 MOBL.E charging stations will be
available to cater to them (1 station for every 8 EV's) .
One of the overall goals of the Portuguese electric mobility program is to avoid destabilizing the
electric grid with simultaneous large scale drawing of power from the grid by EV's. Other goals
include transferring electricity consumption from high demand periods to low demand periods
during nights. Hence, home based charging is central to the success of EV adoption and
eventually MOBI.E, just as much as public charging stations (Pedro Silva, Efacec, architect
interview).
As a result, parking places in all new buildings in Portugal are being designed to have an
EV/PHEV- compatible electric infrastructure prepared to recharge electric vehicles (Efacec).
Policies to enhance the installation of such an infrastructure in existing buildings are being
developed, but on the ground, Efacec is already retrofitting houses with charging capabilities
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for a nominal price. Note that the ultimate balance of the actual number of home and public
charging stations will depend on driving habits of EV/PHEV owners.
Timing
2.1.5 Timeline
Starting with the 'zero emission mobility' agreement between Portugal and the Renault-Nissan
alliance in 2009, a resolution from the Council of Ministers established a "Program for Electric
Mobility in Portugal", managed under the responsibility of the Ministry for Economy and
Innovation. The following timeline (Inteli) reflects some of the milestones that were achieved
during the development of MOBL.E.
zIn201
e Zero * MOBL.E e MOBL.E e Installation e 300 Slow+
Emission launched Legislation of Pilot 50 Fast
Mobility e MOU with Network Chargers
Agreement Municipals
e Political
framework
Figure 3: MOBL.E developmental milestones (Pinto et al., 2010)
Chapter summary
In this chapter, we identified the chicken-and-egg problem of the availability of electric vehicles
and deployment of their infrastructure. We outlined salient features of the Portuguese electric
mobility program (MOBL.E) as well as why such a program would be appropriate for Portugal.
We also listed the important incentive structure around MOBL.E as well as its expected
deployment timing.
As we will see in future chapters, thinking through each of these features is essential for laying
the groundwork for MOBL.E's ultimate success.
22
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3 CHAPTER 3: WHAT IS MOBLE?
For whom- the demand side
3.1.1 Stakeholders
The following table describes a
respective functions that show
'Who's Who' in MOBL.E, as well as a description of their
how they fit into the electric mobility paradigm (Reis L., 2010):
Stakeholder Description of Stakeholder Function
EV USERS Citizen / Organization operating EV/PHEV's
ELECTRICITY GENERATORS/
Sells electricity for EV/PHEV vehicle charging
RETAILERS
Operates charging network access points, making the charging
CHARGING NETWORK
service available to its users through different electric mobility
OPERATORS
retailers
Ensures integration between all stakeholders as well as the
MANAGING AUTHORITY integrated management of information and energy flows within
the electric mobility framework
Supplies additional services such as parking, which might be
SERVICES OPERATORS
integrated into a single invoice
ELECTRICITY DISTRIBUTION Distributes and supplies the electricity sold by the electric
NETWORKS mobility retailer
Collaborates with stakeholders and ensures system (energy and
EV MANUFACTURERS
Software) compatibility at charging point
TABLE 1: MOBL.E Stakeholders
All the above stakeholders are important but their needs will still need to be prioritized. One
conceptual framework to prioritize stakeholder is by an Onion Diagram that motivates the
architect to think about prioritizing different stakeholders and their needs according to
importance. Each layer of the onion in the figure below signifies set of (one or more)
stakeholders whose needs are roughly equal in the eyes of the architect:
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Figure 4: Author's conception of stakeholder prioritization
In case of MOBL.E, the entire system was architected working backwards from the EV User and
his needs. As a note, a parallel could be drawn with product development in leading technology
companies such as Apple and Amazon, where customer-centric architecting is increasingly
considered to be a source of competitive advantage.
3.1.2 Stakeholder Value Flow
We will conclude the section on stakeholders by thinking about some of their needs.
In keeping up with the spirit of the lean enterprise, the architect is partly responsible for
optimizing the system's utility for all stakeholders by considering all their essential needs. The
architect needs to consider value flow (benefit/money/utility/...) and prioritize those that are
important. One of the tools that aids the architect in this activity is the stakeholder value flow
diagram that lists stakeholders, the exchange of benefits between them as well as which flows
are more important than others.
The following diagram shows benefit considerations for some of the stakeholders using
standard OPN (Object Process Network) notation (Crawley, MIT SDM Fall 2010 Class)
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Figure 5: The author's conception of benefits considerations for certain stakeholders
Having understood the benefit structure, it is possible for the architect to construct a value flow
diagram like the one in the figure below.
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Figure 6: Sample stakeholder value flow diagram for MOBL.E (MIT SDM System Engineering
Class, Summer of 2011)
Since this is a value diagram with bidirectional flow being allowed, there is no exact starting or
ending point in the figure above. The legend indicates that the interfaces of the charging station
operator/ MOBL.E clearing house with the government, service host (shopping mall owner, in
this case) and regulator are all seen as important value flows.
3.1.3 The Portuguese government's offering
The Portuguese government is offering electric mobility as presenting several advantages in the
short to mid-term to each of its stakeholders (MOBL.E, Lisbon, 2009):
To Users:
1. Lower operational costs';
The calculations assume that currently a car that runs on petrol has a cost of (12 per 100 km (8 liters per 100 km x (1.5 per
liter); a car that runs on diesel has a cost of C7.2 per 100 km (6 liters per 100 km x C1.2 per liter); an Ev has a cost of C2,4 per
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2. Convenience and Reduced Uncertainty regarding Access to Charging
To the Energy Trading Market:
1. Flatter energy demand 2 throughout the day, and allowing for a better integration of
(intermittent) renewable energy sources.
2. In the future, the development of vehicle to grid (V2G) technologies may allow the
energy stored in EV batteries to feed the grid in case of need. This area is subject to
active on-going R&D.
To the Environment:
1. Reduced environmental footprint of road transportation.
To the Economy:
1. Lowered energy dependency, especially on petroleum.
2. Significant economic impact, creating wealth (C3 billion of expected investment) and
employment (6,000 new jobs expected) according to National Energy Strategy 20203.
These factors add to other intangible benefits: accumulation of expertise from running a world
class complex project, Industrialization (production of hardware and software) and boosting
economy from creation of supply (charging infrastructure) as well as demand (incentives for
users) and finally the opportunities to externalize the technology (export of technology &
knowhow as well as inward foreign direct investment(FDI)).
By whom- industrial players
3.1.4 The Portuguese electricity value chain
(Adopted directly from www.ren.pt)
The electricity industry in Portugal can be divided into five major functions:
1. Generation,
100 km (16kWh per 100 km x (0,15 per kWh); however, it's important to underline that night charging will be cheaper and fast
charging will be more expensive. Additionally, Evs have a lower maintenance cost.
2 Usually referred as "peak shaving" to the expected phenomenon of inducing a flatter daily demand if electric vehicles users
charge their vehicles at night in order to benefit from discounted rates. Only possible with a large number of electric vehicles
3 RCM 29/2010 de 15 de Abril, available at http://dre.ot/pdflsdip/2010/04/07300/0128901296.pdf (2010/August) (in
Portuguese).
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2. Transmission,
3. Distribution,
4. Demand Aggregator, and
5. Operation of the regulated electricity market.
Electricity generators produce electricity in power plants using a variety of primary sources and
technologies (coal, gas, fuel, water, wind, biomass, among others). The principal electricity
generators in Portugal currently are EDP Produgio, a subsidiary of EDP Tejo Energia (part of
EDP) and Turbog s.
REN Rede Electrica operates the transmission grid, under an exclusive concession granted by
the Portuguese government, connecting generators and distributors and matching supply with
demand.
Electricity distribution companies distribute electricity received from the national transmission
and distribution grids directly to consumers. EDP - Distribuigio - Energia, S.A. is currently the
largest high voltage and medium voltage distribution company in Portugal.
Electricity supply companies are responsible for managing client relationships with customers,
including billing and customer service. EDP Servigo Universal, which acts as a last resort supplier
of the national electricity system, is currently the main supplier in Portugal. Currently, the
principal supply companies in Portugal are EDP Commercial - Comercializagio de Energia, S.A.,
Endesa, Iberdrola and Uni6n Fenosa.
The operation of organized markets for electricity is subject to joint authorization from the
Minister of Finance and the Minister responsible for the energy sector. Under market
conditions, consumers are free to choose their electricity supplier and are exempt from any
payment when switching suppliers.
A governance structure was established by the initial members of the MOBL.E team. It was
organized between the groups responsible for the mobility system, R&D and industrialization as
well as future commercialization as follows:
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Figure 7: MOBL.E Governance Structure (Reis L., Brussels, 2010)
A technology team, consisting of companies with complete, mutually exclusive core
competencies, was assembled to architect the MOBL.E project. Once the team structure was
established and an understanding of goals achieved, a technology design team was established.
MOBLE's Value Chain
The following figure (Pacheco et al., 2009) shows the envisioned electric mobility value chain as
well as provides a framework for the players to design their respective business models.
The following figure shows activities and players within the value chain (left to right) from
electricity generation, transmission and distribution (TSO and DSO), electricity retail, charging
services and added value services. Certain value chain components are more regulated than
others (especially early on in the value chain: the generation, TSOs/DSOs and retail functions),
but the charging service and value added functions built around MOBL.E are designed to be
open to new players and new business models.
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Figure 8: Electric Mobility Value Chain (Pacheco et al., 2009)
3.1.5 The MOBL.E Design Team
MOBL.E's technological partners include a growing set of national and international firms, who
have each signed an agreement with the Renault-Nissan Alliance.
The following figure shows the current key partners, grouped roughly according to their
contribution in the project. The blue arrows point towards the design players who were
interviewed during the course of writing this thesis.
Appendix D contains a list of key contacts involved in the leadership of MOBI.E's design and
implementation at the each of the concerned companies. Also listed are their approximate
professional roles within the context of MOB.E.
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FIGURE 9: MOBL.E design architect team (Reis L.,2010)
Before the responsibilities of each company are described, consider the players in the context
of the backbone sketch of the MOBL.E electric mobility network below (Joao Dias, GAMEP).
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Figure 10: MOBl.E network (Dias J., Gamep, 2010)
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The blue sections in the figure above show the system (physical design) boundary within which
the MOBL.E architects primarily acted.
The figure also shows (from the right) electricity generated feeding into the electric
transmission and distribution network jointly managed by utility and infrastructure companies
(such as EDP and efacec respectively). This electricity is brought to the charging station which is
managed like a Point of Sale (POS) by the IT/Transaction Management component lead by
Novabase and Critical Software.
Charging points are managed by EFACEC/CEIIA, the network management system as well as the
interface with the grid are all functions central to the concept of electric mobility and MOBI.E in
particular.
3.1.6 Key responsibilities
Among the industry players listed in figure 9, the following participants played the most
predominant role in giving shape to MOBL.E:
e Novabase leads the IT/Transaction Management side of the architecture.
" Efacec leads the effort on the charging station side, including standardization of
charging power levels.
* Critical Software leads the Network Management side of the backbone.
e Inteli plays the role of central think tank, coordinating idea flow as well as managing
requirements conflict between stakeholders as well as working like the gatekeeper
interfacing with the policy makers.
" EDP plays the important role of putting together the strategy for integrating these
charging stations into the existing power grid. EDP is also playing a leadership role in the
pilot rollout of MOBL.E in power level and network performance monitoring.
Where- distribution plan
Currently, Portugal is on track to installing 1300 regular charging and 50 fast charging stations
across 25 municipalities with preferred locations being public places (streets, gas stations,
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parking spots, airports and shopping areas). These 25 municipalities form a Living Lab - called
RENER Living Lab and each municipality had to design its own local plan for electric mobility.
This deployment has partly been in anticipation of a rollout of the Nissan Leaf and Mitsubishi i-
Miev electric vehicles4. The following figure shows the approximate locations across Portugal
where charging stations are expected to be deployed (Dias J.)
The tentative long term plan is to have about one for roughly every eight electric vehicles which
is significantly higher than the corresponding ratio for oil based transportation. There are
several dynamics underlying the calculations, including mitigating EV users' 'range-anxiety'.
However, given the relatively low cost per charging station (currently ~$1000/ deployed slow
charging station) there is enough flexibility with increasing battery energy densities and
people's changing driving habits, the deployment ramp-up could be carefully controlled.
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Figure 11: MOBL.E Pilot charging stations (Pinto et al., 2010)
dit is noteworthy that recent incidents in Japan have affected MOBL.E by causing plant shutdowns and thereby,
disruption of delivery of electric vehicles on schedule.
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Operations/Service
In contrast with the product architecture shown in figure 9, the Novabase figure shows
MOBL.E's service centric architecture. The MOBL.E management entity acts as the central
clearing house with whom the operators interact (who in turn users interact with).
MOBL.E is designed to be extensible to providing additional services as necessary. However, one
of the overall design goals was to ensure interoperability without requiring design changes in
the current electric grid backbone, but at the same time, be plug and play ready for future
changes in the backbone (smart grid/V2G). While some of these features remain to be tested,
the spirit behind these future requirements is reflected in MOBL.E's design. It is expected that
only a minimal amount of engineering within MOBL.E's system boundary will be required in
order to accommodate some of these anticipated (and well understood) future changes.
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Figure 12: MOBL.E's service architecture (Novabase, 2010)
Chapter summary
In this chapter we looked at MOBI.E's stakeholders and looked at a framework to prioritize
among them as well as think of their needs. We also looked at another system architecture
tool- a framework for how benefits flow among those stakeholders.
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We also looked at the Portuguese electricity value chain structure and associated components
that are regulated. We identified MOBL.E's design team and key players within. Finally, we
looked at the charging station distribution plan as well as aspects of operations.
We identified that one of the main implications of MOBL.E's service-oriented architecture is
that MOBL.E is built for extensibility which is in turn accomplished by adding additional services.
This is a key feature that will enable MOBL.E to support the changing face of electric mobility
and transportation in general in the mid to long term. Chapter 5 will talk about some of these
emerging trends.
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4 CHAPTER 4: HOW WAS MOBI.E DESIGNED?
Approach
In this chapter, we will attempt to identify the high level architectural goals of MOBL.E, gain an
understanding of the system design process that the MOBL.E design architects utilized as well as
provide a framework for visualizing the design space available to the architects.
We should appreciate the fact that MOBL.E is a complex socio-technical system, and understand
a number of 'views' of the system are necessary to gain an all-round understanding of the
intricacies within. We will map out a customer centric view, as well as a service centric view of
the overall system.
The MOBL.E architects partitioned the system into charging, billing and network management
subsystems and used a layered architecting approach to each for various reasons outlined in
this chapter. We will identify the functions of each subsystem as the architects designed them
as well as provide illustrations of the architecture of each. Finally, we will identify features that
the MOBL.E architects are working on and map out elements of the future vision of MOBL.E.
High level architecture goals
The MOBL.E software solution was put together by the industrial consortium primarily with the
user experience in mind and took into account, these transactional factors (one could think of
the analogy to the current process of refilling at the gas station) as quality attributes:
1. Quick authentication
2. Accurate and timely information (for example, price of charging)
It also took into account the hassle involved in 'on-boarding' new players as well as technical
guidelines that would help make MOBL.E sustainable and scalable in the long run (Marques,
architect interview):
1. High MTBF (mean time between failures) for charging and communication
infrastructure.
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2. Sub-systems that are chosen from COTS (commercial off the shelf) solutions as much as
possible.
(The above guidelines deal with Hardware/Software selection)
3. Adherence to regulatory and charging standards.
4. Transparency of operation between different players.
5. Integration with other value added services such as parking.
6. Solutions for various kinds of loading (slow/fast) as well as multiple locations
(home/office/public spaces/...)
(The above guidelines deal with industry/other stakeholder coordination)
Overall, the goal was to be interoperable and ready for the future. The above quality attributes
were generated through user centric service design and rapid prototyping that quickly ruled out
nonviable solutions. This included journey maps (A does x, B does y, should it be possible to do
both at the same time, and so on) and use cases.
Through risk decision and tradeoff and constraint analysis, the final iterative approach was
designed with staged delivery (facilitated by the Pilot stage).
System design process
MOBI.E's architecture required tight coordination between the individual members of the
technical consortium. An iterative design process, consisting of the following steps was
adopted:
STEP 1: The architects arrived at the list of minimal essential services (at a solution neutral
level) to be provided to the stakeholders by the architecture using user centered analysis and
innovation. With this list, they were able to perform a rapid prototype of the entire system
(party by simulation) and validate the main functions against business needs.
STEP 2: Constraints were added to the basic architecture and the high level list of functional
requirements was formulated.
Functional requirements were divided as follows:
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1. User Experience functional requirements:
Examples-
a. User authentication shall take no longer than x seconds, y% of the time.
b. Charging Station user interface at uptime shall be >z%.
(front office)
2. Business functional requirements:
Examples-
a. It shall be possible to bring on a new operator or electricity retailer within x weeks.
b. New tariffs shall take effect within y weeks.
3. Technical requirements:
Examples-
a. Online communication MTBF (mean time between failures) shall be x%, etc.
(back office)
STEP 3: These requirements drove the quality attributes which are benchmarks that describe
system's intended behavior within the environment for which it is being built. Quality attributes
provide the means for measuring the fitness and suitability of a product and hence directly
affect the architecture.
STEP 4: Analysis was now done from the perspective of three actors (Client/EV user, Energy
Reseller and Charging Station Operator) and an assessment of the risks involved raised several
questions and resulted in several tradeoffs that had to made in order to arrive at the final
solution (Marques, architect interview).
Some of these questions included:
1. At what level should home charging be supported by MOBL.E, or should home chargers
be part of a separate program?
2. How will other pre-existing service infrastructures such as public parking get integrated
into the MOBL.E rollout without being disruptive to non-EV users?
3. Which charging and communication standards (both of which are still converging to
different degrees) should be adopted?
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4. How 'much' interoperability should be supported within and outside Portugal?
5. Which external platforms (e.g. Renault-Nissan) should be integrated initially and which
ones should be supported in the long run?
The answer to most of these questions at one level came in the form of flexibility (real options),
to make the platform as open and flexible as possible in order to accommodate changes in
future levels based on the success at each level. However, adopting such an approach also
increased system complexity and from architecture theory, the resultant system has a greater
chance of encountering undesirable emergent behavior during operation.
The final architecture was constructed while iterating between steps 1 and 4.
MOBI.E design options
A powerful tool available to the system architect is the morphological matrix, which achieves a
functional breakdown of the architecture (each row represents a particular function, grouped in
no particular order) as well as lists the possible design options (each column represents a
design option for each identified function, again grouped in no particular order).
The table below shows the morphological matrix for some essential functions of MOBL.E. Boxes
highlighted in green represent design choices picked by the MOBL.E architects.
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4.1.1 System Level Morphological Matrix
OptionA OptlonB OptlonC I OptionD I Option E Option F OptionG
Real Time On mobile Online Manual
Update phone choices
Function
Security Basic
Function Access
Authenticat
ion
Digest HTTPS A+B A+C
Access
Authenticatio
n
Table 2: Author's morphological Matrix for important MOBL.E functions
For instance, one can read from the above table that MOBL.E will use the existing grid consisting
of a combination of renewable (and non-renewable) resources, allow for both 110V and 220V
charging, allow both direct vehicle charging and provide the hooks to support V2G functionality,
as well as provide a range of security functions.
The morphological matrix is most effective if it is used by the architect as a visualization tool to
understand the full design space available, as well as basis to conduct sensitivity analysis on the
system (which answers questions such as what is the impact to system performance if function
x is implemented using choice y?)
Appendix G (Kley et al., 2011) shows generic but complete morphological matrices developed
for the EV industry.
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Customer Centric Architecture
Having understood our design options, let us step back and see where are going. We are now in
a position to appreciate how all those pieces fit together and synthesize a conceptual customer-
centric architecture for MOBL.E, as shown below.
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Figure 13: The author's conception of a customer centric MOBL.E architecture
On the technical front end, the electric vehicle owner interacts, based on intelligence that he
receives (on his computer, smart device, vehicle, etc.) with a charging station network, which is
in turn connected to the electrical grid. The business/technology back end consists of services,
some of which is part of MOBL.E and others part of the backbone which enables MOBL.E. The
user centric IT-enabled services support charging station operations (similar to how a billing
system on a refueling gas pump supports the refilling operation on a normal trip to the gas
station).
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The energy grid needs to provide the right quality and quantity of power, which in turn provides
the desirable and optimal driving performance that the architect hopes will make the adoption
of MOBL.E/EV's possible. On the energy supply side, the implication of variable pricing and
cleanliness options opens up a range of business models to utilities and charging station
operators. However, for all this to be possible, a strong service structure (implemented in this
case with industry standard SOA (Service Oriented Architecture- more about this later) needs to
be put in place which integrates EV engineering with supported charging solutions, network and
transaction management, as well as the intelligence underlying the power grid.
The green shaded portion in the previous figure is the customer-centric focus area of MOBL.E.
The above conceptual models ties directly with an information systems oriented architectural
model (Cordeiro et al., 2010) as shown below. Again, the shaded portion in the figure below
represents the part of MOBI.E that the customer most frequently interacts with.
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Figure 14: Information systems oriented architecture (Cordeiro, et al., 2010)
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System Partitioning
The back-end of the system is partitioned by the design team using the ITU (International
Telecom Union) Logical Layer Architecture (which has been used with success in the telecom
industry which shares a few common structures with the energy industry) which places the
NMS layer between individual element management and service/business management layers.
Each layer (including NMS) has an architectural check-off list that sub-system owners are
responsible for FCAPS (Fault, Configuration, Accounting, Performance and Security). This
layered architecture which fundamentally is setup to handle complexity, recognizes that a
hierarchy of management responsibilities exist within the system, and promotes openness
therein (Cordeiro, Critical Software, 2011).
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Figure 15: The layered architecture of MOBL.E (Cordeiro, et. al, 2011)
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Using the system design process referred to in section 4.3, the task breakdown between the
Billing Management System (BMS), Network Management System (NMS) as well as the
Charging System (CS) is shown as follows:
Billing Management System Network Management System Charging System (CS)
(BMS) (NMS)
Help desk Configuration Car Charging
Billing Installation Protections/Safety
Revenue Sharing Faults and Alarm Handling Client Interface
Client smart cards Usage and Accounting Physical Connections
Promotions Performance Monitoring Maintenance
Contracts Maintenance
Load Balancing
Table 3: Sub-system level partitioning of MOBL.E's architecture (Cordeiro et al., 2011)
Management Entities
Let us dig a little deeper. Technically, the Network Management System lies between the
charging solution and the transaction or business management system (BMS) which in turn
takes care of revenue sharing, billing, customer support and management of online portals.
Customers (EV users) interact with BMS and charging stations, but not NMS directly (to avoid
exposing the user directly to some of the underlying complexity). The following figure shows
this conceptual model:
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Figure 16: Network Management System conceptual breakdown (Cordeiro et al., 2011)
The network layer abstracts out the charging elements and business communication protocols
from the client and is responsible for the following support functions (none of which users need
to access directly at the charging point):
1. Centralized monitoring and control of Electric Vehicle charging stations networks
2. Advanced reporting, intelligent alarm management, multi-language support and visual
maps capabilities
3. Flexible and scalable modular system, capable of supporting different business models
4. Integration with different charging stations, being supplier independent
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5. Integration with other business systems (e.g. billing, CRM, asset and maintenance
planning)
Overlaying stakeholders and showing interactions on the above model yields the topological
architecture of MOBL.E (Cordeiro et al., 2011), shown in the next figure. The customer interacts
with the MOBL.E portal as well as the charging elements (station).
The MOBL.E Management Entity encompasses the BMS and NMS as well as the MOBL.E portal
function.
07002F2F
Figure 17: MOBL.E Architecture Topology (Cordeiro et al., 2011)
The above figure also reinforces our understanding of how MOBL.E separates the retail side
from the business management system. The management entity sees information flow from/to
the charging stations (termed charging elements above), electric mobility operators as well as
the business management functions.
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IT System
The MOBL.E system relies on a comprehensive IT management platform that interconnects all
stakeholders around a well-defined service value chain, through the integration of all
information, energy and financial flows, ensuring transparency, service integration, competition
and reinforced management capability for all stakeholders.
A service oriented architecture (SOA) which packages functionality as a suite of
interoperable services that can be used within multiple, separate systems from several business
domains was used in the development of MOBL.E (Wikipedia on SOA). SOA aims to allow users
to string together fairly large chunks of functionality to form ad hoc applications that are built
almost entirely from existing software services. The great promise of SOA suggests that the
marginal cost of creating the nth application is low, as all of the software required already exists
within the system to satisfy the requirements of other applications.
The result of implementing SOA in case of MOBL.E is an attempt at a value chain that extends
from electricity generation all the way to not just energy delivery and transaction management,
but further to deliver 'value added services' at the point of sale (charging stations).
A SOA sets a platform for answering the 'What's in it for me?" question for each set of
stakeholders (Marques, architect interview).
For EV/PHEV Users:
e Multi-platform access
* Charging station location and availability
" Car battery status
* Charging Station reservations
" Mobility management and historical track
* Aggregation of other services
For Charging Station Operators:
e Information on network status
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" Remote management of charging stations
* Financial compensation service for other services (parking, ...)
* Pre-paid / post-paid billing capability for value added service.
* Integration with third parties
For Electricity Resellers:
* Metering information
* CRM platform (clients, contracts, tariffs, helpdesk)
e Pre-paid / post-paid billing capability
e Loyalty programs
* Financial compensation service for base and other services
4.1.2 Software Architecture
The software centric solution architecture of MOBL.E (which integrates energy, network and IT
management) is as shown in the figure below.
The term EG.MOBI.E refers to the central 'clearing house' for each transaction.
The software sees MOBL.E in groupings of blocks, and a set of blocks comprise a layer. Blocks
are grouped according to similarity in function. Each layer is connected to another through a
well-defined (open) interface.
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Figure 18: System Architecture of MOBL.E (Novabase, 2010)
Some of the principal systems are described in further detail below:
4.1.2.1 Smart Card
For user identification and authentication and supporting additional services such as pricing,
advertising, promotions, as well as for customer care initiation. Smart cards can provide
identification, authentication, data storage and application processing.
The benefits of smart cards are directly related to the volume of information and applications
that are programmed for use on a card. A single contact/contactless smart card can be
programmed with multiple banking credentials, medical entitlement, driver's license/public
transport entitlement, loyalty programs and club memberships to name just a few. Multi-factor
and proximity authentication can and has been embedded into smart cards to increase the
security of all services on the card.
For example, a smart card can be programmed to only allow a contactless transaction if it is
also within range of another device like a uniquely paired mobile phone. This can significantly
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increase the security of the smart card. Individuals gain increased security and convenience
when using smart cards designed for interoperability between services. For example,
consumers only need to replace one card if their wallet is lost or stolen. Additionally, the data
storage available on a card could contain medical information that is critical in an emergency
should the card holder allow access to this (Wikipedia, Smart Card).
Smart cards are central to the success of MOBL.E since they will not only be used by charge
point operators to validate user identity as well as to provide additional services, but also by
electricity retailers (termed as mobility operators); smart cards will also allow for seamless
variable pricing of electricity based on time of the day, etc. The charging network will be 'open'
(to new mobility vendors), universally distributed throughout the MOBL.E network and
thoroughly interoperable (The same smart card can be used everywhere within the network
with any retailer). The EDP figure (Vidigal, Lisbon, 2009) in the next illustration highlights this
point.
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Figure 19: Smart card based architecture enables universal 'open' access (Vidigal et al., 2009)
The MOBL.E smart card implementation confirms to the Calypso standard (Wikipedia, Calypso
Networks Association) and supports secure communications based on non-proprietary
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cryptographic standards, fully compatible with banking and public transport ticketing systems-
hence MOBL.E supports the concept of a 'global mobility' card (Marques, architect interview).
4.1.2.2 Communications Layer
The communications layer supports information communication between the central charging
station and central services. It enables both 3G and GPRS coverage, secure networking and data
transmission, encrypted data, remote data management as well as a unique IP address for each
station. It currently does not support voice and video.
4.1.2.3 Middleware
The middleware gives the MOBL.E managing authority the ability to actually manage the
network by keeping Network Management separate from Business Services. It also allows
independent design of different network layers and ensures common network access for all
actors (Reis L., 2010)
The interfaces use the SOAP (simple object access protocol) using XML based messaging. Clear
interface control documents (ICD's) exist for MOBL.E's business services as well as charging
stations. The overall architecture follows the TMN (Telecom Management Network) concept.
The middleware of MOBL.E's system architecture is comprised of:
1. Communications middleware (CM)
2. Network management system (NMS)
The following figure demonstrates these sub-systems as well as the communication protocols
that are used as messaging mechanisms between these subsystems.
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Figure 20: MOBL.E middleware description (Novabase, 2010)
A Network Management System (NMS) is a combination of hardware and software used to
monitor and administer a network. The MOBL.E NMS is the supporting layer (service provider)
for charging station reservation, operation and monitoring, 'clearing house' network
configuration, operation and monitoring.
The NMS is a layer between network element management and business service management.
This hierarchy of networked layers promotes openness, manages complexity, promotes
responsibility among individual stakeholders and has been used in the telecom industry with
success.
Below, we see how NMS interacts with four distinct sets of stakeholder sub-systems:
1. Business and value added services
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4. Charging station sets
intraNlet Portal WebServices
Operators Utilities
p E 0
EG.MB$. compnies
Figure 21: The Network Management System (Novabase, 2010)
4.1.2.4 Energy Management System (EMS)
The EMS a system of computer-aided tools used by operators of electric utility grids to monitor,
control, and optimize the performance of the generation and/or transmission system.
In the EMS architecture of MOBL.E shown in the next figure, the system operator (managing
authority) interacts with the distribution substation (DTC) through a wide area network (WAN),
facilitated by a GPRS network. The DTC is controlled and optimized locally. Each DTC is
connected through a local area network (LAN) to multiple charging stations.
The user can remotely interact through the internet with the system operator as well as with
customer service and the charging function and is also exposed to market agents.
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Figure 22: The Energy Management System (Novabase, 2010)
MOBL.E EMS offers real time network monitoring and control and supports other opportunities:
1. Higher renewables penetration
2. Micro and distributed generation
3. Distributed automation and intelligence
4. Demand side management and outage Management
5. Fault detection and management (self-healing)
6. Loss minimization and voltage VAr control
7. Bidirectional energy flow (V2G)
8. Microgrids and real time markets
4.1.2.5 Rating/Billing and Customer Support
The architecture provides for structured and real time EDR ratings, batch rating (postpaid),
ratings for charging events (energy, network usage and parking) and ratings for service
consumption by third parties.
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In addition, MOBL.E provides for billing capabilities such as event based revenue sharing,
settlement and invoicing. One of the ongoing challenges is the integration of the industry
standard telecom billing package within the charging system IT infrastructure.
Finally, CRM capabilities have been embedded within the IT architecture which have provided
the EG.MOBI.E managing authority the capability to set tariffs, do order entry, manage smart
card lifecycle, perform account management and manage loyalty programs as well as manage
billing claims- all this has been possible by the creation of MOBL.E's industry leading CRM
platform.
The hardware side of things: Charging Stations
Charging stations are being installed by public authorities and some major employers in order
to stimulate the market for EV's. For this reason most of the electricity in charge stations is
currently either provided gratis or without significant charge (e.g. activated by a free
'membership card'). As a matter of fact, during the 'pilot' phase (extending until early 2012)
Portugal is providing free charging on their charging stations. The following figure identifies the
connecting elements for charging- terms that will be used to describe charging station
operation in the next few sections.
Socket aue Plug CAbl Cnscor Vehicie it
Figure 23: Charging Station Terminology (CEN-CENELEC, 2011)
To understand the architecture of MOBLE's charging stations, let us first understand how
charging stations work.
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4.1.3 Charging Stations: Overview
As hybrid electric vehicles and battery electric vehicle ownership is expanding, there is a
growing need for widely distributed publicly accessible power points, some of which support
faster charging at higher voltages and currents than are available from domestic supplies
(Wikipedia on Charging Stations).
An electric vehicle charging station, also called electric recharging point, charging point, or EVSE
(Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment), is an element in an infrastructure that supplies electric
energy for the recharging of electric vehicles or plug-in hybrid electric-gasoline vehicles.
Figure 24: A MOBL.E user charging a Nissan Leaf (MOBL.E)
Although most rechargeable electric vehicles and equipment can be recharged from a domestic
wall socket, a charging station is usually accessible to multiple EV owners and has additional
current or connection sensing mechanisms to disconnect the power when the EV is not actually
charging. This in case there is no power external to the socket should an EV be driven away
carelessly before it is unplugged, which in turn would rip away the charging cable insulation and
dangerously expose the copper within.
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MOBL.E Charging Stations currently offer both normal (sometime called 'slow') charging and
also a DC 'fast' charging option.
4.1.4 Charging Power
The definition of 'fast' and 'slow' varies from country to country. In Portugal, the law defines 40
kVA (32 kW) as the cut off between fast and slow charging. This semi-arbitrary cutoff is partially
based on the 'low' supply voltage that can actually go up to 40 kVA (32 kW).
A further (recent) complication is the introduction of distinction between 'fast' and 'quick'
charging based on usage profiles. An EDP presentation identifies this fact and outlines the
power profiles of the currently available MOBL.E 'fast' and 'quick' charging options in the next
figure (Vidigal, Lisbon, 2009).
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Figure 25: MOBL.E 'quick' and 'fast' charging options (Vidigal, 2009)
As a comparison, France and Spain define more than 22 kVA (17.6) as 'semi rapid' charging and
43 kVA (34.4 kW) or more as 'rapid' charging. Another anomaly is Holland, Ireland and Norway
are adopting public normal charging as 11 kVA (8.8 kW) or 22 kVA (17.6 kW) charging posts and
are able to charge any power up to that value (Silva P.)
However, a majority of countries including Portugal, France and England have adopted 3.7 kVA
(~3 kW) for usual street charging and leave higher powers for other locations.
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Appendix F gives an overview of charging station standards as well as some of the nuances that
go into the design of (AC and DC) charging solutions, as well as suggests a method to pick the
most appropriate charging solution. An illustrative morphological matrix that shows the
available design options as well as the choices that the MOBI.E architects ended up making is
shown in the next figure.
Function Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4 Option 5
Grid power Single phase Three phase Specialized high Option 1 +
receipt input input voltage line Option 2
Measurement of Standard Solid state Smart meter
power drawn electronic meter electric meter functionality
Transformer & L2 slow charge DC fast charge Option 1+ CHAdeMO JFE charging
controller (230/40OV, (500V, 200A) Option 2 system
Configuration 16/32A)
EV Connection SAE J1772 VDE-AR-E IEC 62196-2 Option 1 + Wireless /
standard 2623-2-2 Option 3 inductive
User Identification swipe card RFID Consumer code secure IDreaders
Charge Detection no detection Current data connectionmetering EV controller
User Notification SMS web service physical Option 1 + Option 2 +
update / email indicators Option 2 OptIon 3
Table 4: Charging options- morphological matrix
The final choices made in charging station power are adequately summarized in the following
cartoon adopted from a MOBI.E institutional presentation (Vidigal A., Lisbon, 2009).
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Figure 26: MOBL.E based charging summary (Reis et al., 2010)
4.1.5 Charging Station Design
The recharging concept developed by MOBI.E partners for street charging is fairly innovative,
being based on a highly flexible and modular solution:
1. One central station capable of managing several satellite stations, concentrating
authentication, management and communication in one single unit;
2. A set of satellite stations (plugs).
Modular design and construction and module sharing allows low and easy maintenance and
repair and quick response to technological evolution.
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Figure 27: Charging Station use concepts (Novabase, 2010)
The concept allows the development of multiple solutions for street, parking and home
recharging with shared modules (Pinto et al., 2010)
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Figure 28: Modular Solutions for Charging Station Design (Marques et al., Novabase, 2010)
The philosophy followed in MOBL.E's design is that one central command station should be able
to control up to 250 charging stations. This was done with a few design objectives in mind:
Easy to scale up. Costs are kept low. Yet, stations maintain modularity.
Flexibility to be inserted into different charging architectures
Easy installation and maintenance
Allowance to move to the future mode 3 standard IEC 62196 connector (currently cable
mode 1 or 2, with IEC 60309 connector)
Overall, the MOBL.E charging stations have been designed with user convenience in mind. The
following figure illustrates a user tying into a 'slow' charger with an attached cable to his Nissan
Leaf. Note that certain aesthetic design elements associated with the charger may change in
the near future.
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4.1.6 Results and Future Vision
The main guiding principles that the architects used in the design of MOBL.E (particularly the
NMS) included flexibility (for adding and managing new business ideas, scalability (to support
increased use of the system) and openness (to promote easy integration of outside systems for
network owners and users as well as reduced barriers of entry to new entrants)- to create
added value and to reduce platform dependency, open source software solutions were used
heavily throughout.
The system that resulted from architecting using the above guiding principles (including
modularity) ended up, as it is claimed, being relatively more adaptable to new customer
scenarios, isolated development cycles (which increased managerial flexibility) , interoperability
(layers can be added and removed as necessary) and more receptive to customer feedback.
The main MOBL.E features that are envisioned in the near to mid-term include:
1. Real time visualisation of recharging points, recharging status and vacancy information.
This could be offered on several platforms (PC/Tablet/Phone) via a website or mobile
apps.
Figure 29: A sample visualization of available charging points (Novabase, 2010)
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2. Remote monitoring recharging and order taking process.
Figure 30: MOBL.E remote monitoring (Novabase, 2010)
3. CRM platform for stakeholders' management.
4. Web-based multiplatform access: PC, PDA, cell phone.
5. Integrated invoicing with complementary services - parking, public transports, domestic
electricity and creation of personal and business accounts. A sample invoice is shown
below:
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Figure 31: Sample integrated invoice (Novabase, 2010)
6. Roaming between electric mobility electricity retailers.
(Inteli, Glasgow write-up, 2010)
In addition, functional support for the following programs is in the pipeline: each of these
programs takes electric mobility further along the electrification path identified in Appendix B.
1. Smart-charging
2. Load balancing
3. Peak avoidance
4. Smart grid integration
5. Integration with personal mobility systems (smart devices)
6. Car and bike sharing programs
7. Fleet Management
8. Infotainment systems
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Chapter summary
In this rather extensive chapter, we outlined MOBL.E's high level architecture goals and
identified certain performance expectations from a user standpoint. We explained the system
design process used by the architects as well as some of the questions that rose at an early
stage in the design that motivated the physical design.
We next outlined some of the design options available to the architects as well as showed how
the morphological matrix could be used to visualize design options in a single view as well as
perform sensitivity analysis on design.
Next, we looked at the design that the architects arrived at based on the considerations
identified so far, and visualized the customer centric and information systems centric view of
the system. We looked at the layered architecture that MOBL.E's subsystems have used and
discussed how such an approach can enable MOBL.E to take on additional services and hence
become more scalable. Finally, we also looked at MOBL.E's proposed charging station design
and its advantages and referenced some of the challenges in charging station standardization.
Having understood the engineering behind MOBL.E's design, let us take a step back in the next
chapter and take a look at electric mobility in general and some of the associated emerging
trends. It is easy to remain within the confines of Portugal and take a top down approach to
architecting MOBL.E. However in an age of global mobility and easy information and technology
exchange, keeping global trends as well as the competition (alternative solutions) in mind in
designing MOBL.E will increase its resilience to technology obsolescence and ensure that the
MOBL.E solution will remain relevant.
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5 CHAPTER 5: A Systems View of the Electric Vehicle Platform
The literature recognizes the fact that electric mobility is a complex sociotechnical system
which impacts several aspects of the world that we live in. In order to evaluate the system
architecture of the electric vehicle network (and in particular, MOBL.E), let us first look at the
40,000 feet view of electric vehicles and their overall impact on existing infrastructure.
Jim Mckinlay (Banff Center of Management) suggests that any outcome focused systems
thinking framework should include (as applied to electric vehicle networks):
a) Outcome (make x electric vehicles operational by x period)
b) Feedback (put together the metrics/analytics that will tell us if we are on track or not)
c) Input (what infrastructure do we have today to work with? Refer to section 3.2.1 for a
description of the Portuguese electricity value chain)
d) Throughput (what needs to be changed in order to implement our plan)
e) Environment (what are some of the disruptors that could throw us off track? How would be
handle them?)
Using this simple systems thinking model will let us build a conceptual idea of electric vehicles
in general and allow us to look closely at the architecture.
Impact considerations
Many of the system level impact considerations of the electric vehicle could be concisely
summarized in the following diagram put together by Brown et al. in the Energy Review.
Having an operational group of electric vehicles on the road places demands on the electric
grid, especially if fast charging is employed. While initial analyses do suggest that Portugal's
current grid infrastructure (including generation, transmission and distribution) will support
electric vehicle growth until 2020, but at a planning level, the Portuguese government will need
to think about how it will transition to the next generation infrastructure (which will likely
include a V2G enabled smart grid).
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While battery manufacturers continue to battle with energy density as well as mitigating the
effects of cold weather on battery energy level droop, car makers in conjunction with the
government will have to build on their sustainability strategy and consider not just cost and
availability but also possible deleterious effects of exotic materials that are increasingly being
used in batteries as well as effective disposition after the batteries get used up (the
recyclability consideration).
Also, the charging infrastructure is new to most consumers and thinking about consumer safety
is mandatory. While effective design practices (including poka-yoke, an industry-standard
Japanese design term which means fail-safing or mistake-proofing by calling for sensible and
idiot-proof design) and marketing will foster faster adoption from customers, effective training
cannot be sidestepped, since accidents in the early stages of a technology can indelibly affect its
adoption, especially in the age of social media.
Electricity Electricity transmission and distribution
generation
-Electricity 
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_emand Recharning
and smart grid
technologies
Suitability for cold-
weather climates
icharge and discharge
rates, energy densities
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Figure 32: System level impact considerations (Brown et al., 2010)
Let us examine some of the system issues in greater detail.
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On the energy supply side, while not much additional electricity demand will arise in the near-
to mid-term requiring additional generation capacity, a framework that uses load leveling with
smart variable charging, and eventually, V2G (or other schemes such as demand planning) will
need to be used for EV's to be 'future ready'. Even so, there could be localized increases in
electricity demand that could lead distribution utilities to different decisions when selecting
cables and transformer sizes.
Utilities in particular may need to plan for changing thermal loading along cables and
distribution transformers. This will likely also include aspects of voltage imbalance management
and protection schemes, managing harmonics and electromagnetic interference, and the
implementation of strategies such as advanced metering (Brown et al., 2010).
On the vehicle side, as mentioned earlier, a thorough focus on technical, safety and
environmental considerations for the battery materials is needed. Given the lucrative prospects
of the EV business, there is active ongoing research and development in battery technologies,
particularly in improving energy density and recharge speed, charging options, as well as the
interactions with the consumer and the electricity grid through V2G technology. Compatibility,
consistency and standardization will catalyze the development of many of these technologies as
well as drive their adoption.
There are also exciting new technologies that are being made available. Ultracapacitors endure
cold weather, better and offer a faster charge discharge (since they involve electrochemical
reactions as opposed to chemical reactions) and are environmentally more benign, but can
currently store about 25% less energy. Ultrabatteries on the other hand operate as a hybrid
energy storage device combining a super capacitor and a lead-acid battery in single unit cells,
and the belief is that they significantly enhance the power and lifespan of the lead-acid battery
(Brown et al., 2010)
5.1.1 Shift in value chain to EV model
Oil and gas use currently mandates gas station based refilling, and a complicated (but well
understood) servicing structure. Undesirable GHG emissions are a by-product. With pure
electric mobility (note that oil based transportation will still remain relevant for many years,
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and will be found in advanced ICE, clean diesel vehicles, range extenders as well as plug-in
hybrids), the focus shifts from oil and gas supply to electric generation, transmission and
distribution, impact of charging on the grid. The offshoot is lighter, more efficient vehicles
which have fewer parts. Moreover, with internet-enabled mobility, servicing and operation of
these devices will get smarter.
The following figure shows some of the changing paradigms in transportation/mobility as we
make the move towards the future.
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Figure 33: Shift in transportation value chain due to EV's (PRTM Consulting, 2011)
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State of the Electric Mobility Industry
Overall market
The electric mobility market includes players such as component (e.g. battery) OEM's, EV
OEM's, charging station OEM's, system integrators, network operators and service providers, as
well as TSO's/DSO's/Generation Companies.
A recent Boston Consulting Group analysis (2010) suggests that market strategies differ
significantly between Asia, North America and Europe, and those differences may harden into
different regional standards, slowing growth for all.
At a global level at the moment, stakeholders continue to wrangle over standards, each
championing a favorite solution. Behind the scenes, some governments are trying to decide
how involved they want to be in the roll out and whether they need to intervene. In case of
MOBI.E, the Portuguese government has been proactive in bringing all the players together,
and that should help lay a strong platform for EV deployment within Portugal (Boston
Consulting Group, 2010).
Customer focus
The most common charging configuration is likely to be chargers at both home and work.
However, also interested in the business are several other potential customers such as hotels
and restaurants, car rental/sharing, fleet managers and gas stations. This is especially because
charging takes a while, and the businesses would frankly prefer that customers shop while they
are waiting!
However, the value proposition for potential hosts of charging stations, such as parking lot
owners, remains to be finalized.
Disruptive threats
Barrier to entry is low. New technologies emerge all the time and entrants may emerge from
multiple industries. Technologies that work in other areas (such as mobile health) may well find
their way into the EV space. Hence the market faces several possible substitutes in the short to
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medium term such as clean diesel/ICE systems and hydrogen fuel cell based cars that could
jeopardize several business strategies, unless there is strict government regulation.
Competition is good for technology in general and the low barrier to entry to new business
models (such as car sharing programs) is bound to be seen by governments as a positive
attribute. It should therefore come as no surprise that MOBL.E uses an open innovation model.
Supplier power/positioning
At the current time, component/ vehicle manufacturing/ charging station/ integrator OEM's
and suppliers are strong players in the value chain. As an industry aggregate, some (such as
Coulomb technologies) have already moved up the value chain and integrated vertically as well
as horizontally and become manufacturers of charging infrastructure through strategic
partnering (Boston Consulting Group, 2010).
Challenges facing adoption
On the energy/EV supply side, a Pricewaterhousecoopers (2011) study shows that the major
challenges lies in establishing partnerships between players many of who are unaccustomed to
doing business with each (battery makers, utilities, etc.). In addition, large capital and R&D
investments are seen as obstacles, as is adoption to new standards. Also looming is the
challenge of adopting to smart 'charging'. These are long term challenges including adjusting
power generation and distribution infrastructure to suit demand.
On the demand side, the biggest deterrent for adoption is the high upfront cost of EV's (the
latter could be offset with government subsidies, as is the case of MOBL.E). The second biggest
deterrent is the short range of EV's as well as the long time taken for battery charging. Less
important, but still significant is long term viability of EV's (Vs. other clean technologies such as
clean diesel, hydrogen fuel cell, etc.) as well as unexpected costs.
On the policy side, many governments have taken up the move to electric vehicle technology as
a move that enhances strategic competitiveness globally- the main kinks that need to be ironed
out lie in setting win/win incentive structures for all the players. This is less of a problem for
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countries like China with very strong central regimes, than for countries like Portugal. Despite
the above challenges, the study from Pricewaterhousecoopers/PRTM (2011) predicts that
global plug-in hybrid vehicle sales will contribute between 2 and 25 percent of new vehicle sales
(worldwide expert consensus around 10%) and this represents a significant number.
Having examined the issues, let us look at what must happen for EV's to really take off.
What must happen
A Boston Consulting Group analysis (2010) shows that Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) of the
electric vehicle will remain high compared to other low emission technologies such as clean
diesels and hybrids, regardless of oil price. (The standard hybrid will outperform the diesel only
when barrel price exceeds $170).
From a TCO perspective, EV's are unattractive to consumers unless cost is subsidized (using the
above comparison, at an average battery cost of $700/kWHr) EV's will become cheaper than
hybrids or diesels only at an oil price of >$280/barrel. Only if the battery price drops lows to
$500/kWHr, would EV's become attractive at an oil price between $100 and $120 per barrel.
In France, the government currently pays a subsidy of about $7000 (or 5000 Euro, similar to
MOBL.E in Portugal) which makes the EV TCO attractive even at current oil prices (Boston
Consulting Group, 2010)
5.1.2 The government angle:
While governments have already made the laudable commitment to reduce emissions, as
discussed earlier create a framework for who gets paid and how. Governments must:
1. Make long term political and economic commitments and keep them, keeping short
election timeframes in mind.
2. Provide appropriate incentives to all stakeholders and specify how payment is handled.
This includes:
i. OEMS's to reduce fleet emissions
ii. Consumers to buy alternative technology
iii. Power industry to invest in infrastructure
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5.1.3 The OEM angle
Vehicle/ Battery/ Charging Station OEM's must
1. Ensure access to raw materials, production capacity and battery technology
(and establish relationships as applicable: E.g.: Toyota + Panasonic, VW + Sanyo, Nissan/
Renault + NEC)
2. Build solid knowhow across supply-chain networks offering attractive value proposition
to consumers while managing complexity.
For this happen, infrastructure networks such as MOBL.E would need to be in place, and TCO
needs to be attractive. Some OEM's have already built partnerships with investors, power
companies (examples include Toyota's recent relationship with Galp Energia and Better Place
joining hands with Nissan/ Renault).
From a management science perspective, the business models necessary for such partnerships
to succeed are not clear and unconventional business models seem to have an advantage.
Boston Consulting Group analysis (2010) also suggests that given the cost-sensitive nature of
the customer and the weak global economy, emphasis need to be put on TCO as well as GHG
emission improvements, which will play into the hand of the eco-conscious customer.
Regardless of business model, competitive strategy theory seems to indicate that no single
OEM will probably be able to strike it on its own and make it out there without government
support and alignment with the rest of the value chain in the long run.
On the other hand, battery manufacturers/suppliers must:
1. Continue to improve on lithium ion technology improvements and provide products that
are cheaper, reliable and safe.
2. Expand their offerings across the value chain and grow from cell manufacturers to system
providers (including software)
3. Develop a deeper understanding of the EV market (as well as other markets that may
have potential applications for battery technology, in order to diversify as well as be
profitable) and build relationships with key tier 1 suppliers.
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4. Secure the upstream value chain, perform backward integration as necessary and ensure
that components (e.g. membranes) are not in short supply as the EV market takes off.
5.1.4 The 'power company' angle
This term refers to TSO's/ DSO's/ Generation companies. Such players must:
1. Provide essential public charging (or battery swapping) infrastructure and make sure that
the infrastructure can support varying loads of (especially fast) charging.
2. Secure agreements and incentives from government that would actually make it attractive
for themselves to provide charging stations in public places (else fast charging at gas
stations can make slow charging unattractive as well as seemingly obsolete). This also
involves working with OEM's to understanding their roadmap
5.1.5 The consumer angle
Finally, consumers must:
1. Resist emotions that could sway them in the favor of cheaper but dirtier technologies.
2. Support early technical adoption.
3. Become knowledgeable about the technology, share passion for the environment and
support those who lobby for infrastructure from the government.
Bringing it all together- business models around EV's
The task of aligning incentives in the EV market is not easy since it requires leaps of faith,
creativity and innovation, as well as a mindset that embraces challenges to the status quo.
Fahnrich and Opitz have offered business models that adapt Tukker's typology (Kley et al.,
2011) to electric mobility- these business models recognize and utilize additional services as
well as give the supplier product the edge.
Business models around electric mobility fundamentally contain three parts:
1. Value proposition: answers the "what's in itfor me" question for all stakeholders.
2. Value chain configuration: Describes the potential possibilities to design the product
offered with regard to the different shareholders involved in a business model.
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3. Revenue model: Fixes the type of payment the customer makes to the supplying
shareholder as part of the offer. The revenue model has been designed so far along the
lines that the customer pays the car producer for the vehicle in the form of a sales price or
a leasing rate.
Business Modes
SProduct-oriented
- Financing
- Insurances
- Inspection and repair
services
Classic Business Models
Product content
Service-oriented
Use-oriented Result-eriented
Mobility guarantee Transport service
- Car Sharing
Fleet concepts
New Business Models
Figure 34: Business Models for Electric Mobility (Kley et al., 2011)
As described in section 3.3, it is inevitable that there will be shifts in the value chain, the
revenue model, and the value proposition. Holistic business models concerning electric mobility
tend to either consider those components which are influenced by battery-based electric
mobility concepts within the overall system, or which help to dismantle obstacles and thus
promote the introduction of electric vehicles.
Several revenue generating business models have been thought of in the literature, including:
1. Vehicle together with the battery:
The battery and owner don't have to belong to the same person. Paying for battery and
vehicle billing in several ways 'after-sales services': anyone can offer these services. These
include battery and car sharing programs such as Better Place.
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2. Infrastructure system:
Business players provide the charging infrastructure for supplying the vehicles for power
in one of several ways.
a) Wired Vs. Wireless charging stations (e.g. home based inductive charging provided by
Nissan the next generation Leaf)
b) Charging stations with varying levels of accessibility (home Vs. public, private, semi-
public and public and so on).
c) Charging stations at power levels- primarily Fast Vs. Slow charging
3. System services:
These help integrate electric vehicles into the energy system. Business models around
services explore the possibility of value added services. These will take off when smart
variable charging and V2G comes around; however, with shifting consumer behavior,
providing services around load shifting is viable (Kley et al., 2011)
4. Mobility concepts and battery solutions:
These models explore revenue ideas in providing solutions for private parties vs. for fleets.
Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we sought to abstract out of the MOBL.E plane and look at electric mobility in
general in order to ultimately gain an all-round systems understanding of MOBI.E.
We considered impact of electric mobility on the electric supply as well as the vehicle side.
Starting from the paradigm of conventional mobility solutions, we understood the shift induced
by the changed value chain resulting from the transition to electric mobility. Further, we
examined the state of the industry and highlighted the importance of customer focus, and
postulated some of the disruptive threats that an electric mobility solution such as MOBL.E
might face as well as identified the main challenges facing rapid adoption of electric mobility.
Putting MOBL.E in the context of the overall industry as well as understanding some of the big
hurdles has now set the stage for us to present a critical view of MOBL.E's architecture as well
as identify areas for improvement.
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6 CHAPTER 6: Views on MOBIE's architecture
Marry your architecture in haste and you can repent in leisure.
-Barry Boehm, formerly of TRW
from a keynote address: And Very Few Lead Bullets Either
How can we be sure whether the EV network architecture chosen is the right one, or at least
not the wrong one? How can we be sure that it won't lead to calamity but instead will pave the
way through a smooth development and successful, robust product?
Before we start evaluating MOBL.E's architecture, let us return to MOBI.E itself and tersely list
some of the pros and cons of MOBL.E's architecture as well as make notes on why those
features are bucketed as such.
MOBI.E's architecture: feature summary
The following table lists the positive features associated with MOBL.E's offering. These features
build upon the basic advantages of the move to electric mobility which will not be listed per se.
Low barriers to entry to charge
point operators and service
providers
MOBL.E's 'open' business allows relatively easy entry for
businesses. Promotes competition. Also, charging stations
are cheaper than battery swap stations and upfront
investment costs are relatively low
Allowance for addition and MOBL.E's layered architecture enables this feature. This is
consolidation of operators, analogous to any product platform (E.g. Android) whose
business services and functionality is extensible with the addition of features (E.g.
information mobile apps).
Allows for slow, quick, fast The charge point advantage is that the station itself is
charging- any car, most agnostic to the type of vehicle being powered. As long as
batteries. the battery drawing power is within MOBL.E's charging
specifications, charging functionality is enabled. On the
other hand, battery swap stations require reengineering on
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the automobile side (to accommodate battery swapping),
which calls for additional cost, work and special
partnerships, although it can be argued that the latter could
become the dominant design in the near future.
Support for variable pricing and MOBL.E's smart card based access architecture enables this
wide access to any electricity feature.
vendor at any charging point
Enables charging at home and The nearest competitor, Better Place, does not allow for
office convenient home and office based charging.
Table 5: MOBL.E feature pros
Let us now look at the features of MOBL.E that could be perceived as disadvantageous by EV
users when they consider MOBL.E in comparison with the competition.
MOBl.E cons Why and how
'Portugal only' model Although plans of internationalization of the MOBL.E model are
now being put in place, most of the focus has been Portugal.
While it can be argued that this will result in a good 'Portugal-
only' product, the limited exposure to global engineering
competence as well as residual uncertainty in charging standards
can cause problems of interoperability (including billing) when
Portuguese EV's are taken outside Portugal.
Charging station-only Charging stations take up space and are slow (even 'fast'
solution charging) in comparison with the current solution (refilling at the
gas station in ICE automobiles) or even battery swap stations-
this will pose problems in adoption.
Nascent technology Early (pilot based) usage of EV's in conjunction with the
information provided by MOBL.E IT offerings (online portal, smart
device based information, etc.) are bound to be fraught with
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problems. MOBL.E's IT architecture is relatively new, untested
and unproven. Add this 'minor' shortcoming to the additional
features and challenges imposed by Web 2.0 and such location
based features, and we are now looking at a need for disciplined
engineering and tight bug-free feature control. While these are
not minuses, they are certainly question marks.
Table 6: MOBL.E feature cons
Having recapped MOBL.E's feature set, let us proceed with critiquing the architecture itself.
Architectural analysis methodology
Until recently, there were almost no .methods of general utility to validate the architecture of a
complex system. If performed at all, the approaches were spotty, ad hoc, and not repeatable.
Because of that, they weren't particularly trustworthy.
Using ideas from existing literature, we propose using a layered approach as shown in the
following diagram to look at MOBL.E's architecture. Some of the individual factors might be
redundant between the layers, but overall the layers do a reasonable job of 'peeling open'
MOBL.E and some of its intricacies.
Layer 1: 40,000 feet view Layer 2: 10,000 feet view Layer 3: Ground view Layer 4: Associated factors
Scale and Scope Satisfies customer needs Conception 'ilities' Manages complexity
Function Competes effectively Design 'ilities' Delivers functions
Structure Incorporates right technology Implementation 'ilities Handles emergence
Temporality Meets strategic business goals Operations 'ilities' Interfaces placed well
Meets regulatory directives
Meets unexpected future needs
Operable/maintainable/reliable
Can be evolved/modified
Can be designed & implemented
Can run on existing capabilities
Is elegant
Tailors organization
Establishes platforms
Is open and stable
Is changeable easily
Dominant technologically
Figure 35: Architectural analysis framework
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Reuses legacy
To augment the above framework from a designer's perspective, Appendix C talks about some
of the characteristics that make a good architect. Those characteristics constitute a reasonable
'checklist' for the designer, in conjunction with the ideas discussed in this chapter, to ensure
that the resulting architecture is a good one.
The 40,000 feet view
At layer 1, we are at a point where we can think of frameworks that will permit us to look at the
'40000' feet view of the system (a more abstract representation) as well as for zooming into the
details of the system. MOBL.E is a complex engineering system that warrants a variety of views
where it is possible to look at the architecture from different levels of view.
As an illustration at the lowest level, one might look at the individual technologies within
electric vehicles that might contribute to the success or failure of the value proposition of
electric vehicle platform, and eventually to the adoption of the concept of electric mobility. In
addition to looking at these individual technologies themselves, we could look at each level
from different viewing angles (energy/sustainability, technology viability, user adoption, etc.)
Only when all the lenses are integrated does a clearer picture of the system emerge.
De Weck et al. (2010) in their 'revisioning' concept, advocate contemplating the system from
four different 'lenses' or standpoints:
1. Scale and Scope
2. Function
3. Structure
4. Temporality/dynamicity
We will later on show that each of the above standpoints play a major role in defining the
architecture of the system and manifest themselves as various 'ilities' (Layer 3). For example,
scalability, complexity, etc.
Scale, in our definition deals with questions such as how big can MOBL.E grow geographically as
well as in numbers.
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Scope on the other hand, deals with the number of technical as well as non-technical aspects
(features) that need to be considered when defining the system, a good example of which is
V2G capability. V2G is supported in MOBL.E's software and network management, but is not on
the grid side. MOBL.E has been designed from the ground up to support the electric mobility
needs of Portugal- however merely making this broad statement would not be sufficient since
scale and scope can change system behavior in the long run.
As an example, consider a future remodel of the Portuguese grid to provide for energy storage
as well as incorporate renewable intermittent sources such as wind and solar power. A siloed
approach to the problem might consider upgrading the individual elements- the distribution
and transmission hardware, power handling algorithms, etc. separately, while a systems
approach would consider all this AND price of electricity, changing social attitudes, changing
available technologies as well as business model innovation amongst other things.
In a similar manner, systematically considering all the functions tends to open up architectural
flaws that might otherwise have been ignored. Questions must be asked of nature of the
functions delivered to users as well as importance of services performed within the system.
Similarly, the structure reveals details about how the system was partitioned/ designed, where
the system boundaries lie, how the interfaces work, as well as how the hierarchies function.
The classic MOBL.E network structure described in chapter 4.5 is the structural view. In
connection with the 'ilities' of the system, we will see that certain hierarchical structures (such
as layers) are more flexible than others, but less cost efficient in distributing information.
An often ignored fact is that complex systems such as MOBL.E are dynamic, i.e., a subset of the
system characteristics should be expected to change over time. The system has feedback and
the responses to, for example, policy changes, will not always be predictable. Also, the
integrated social implications that result from perceptions, expectations as well as common
knowledge about EV's and some of the complex causalities that could arise from the integrated
nature of MOBL.E (which allows social media, online scheduling, car sharing programs and such)
all call for a strong technology strategy and robust policies to ensure long term stability and
viability of MOBL.E.
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The manner in which these characteristics manifest in the final system is often shaped by
organizational structure as well as its flexibility. We will consider some of these issues later this
chapter.
The 10,000 feet view
We will need to take the previous framework to the next deeper level and probe these 'ilities'
to understand the system further. Although Google lists that the top four ilities (in publications)
that have enjoyed the most attention are quality, reliability, safety andflexibility (De Weck, et
al., 2010). As we entered the epoch of complex systems, engineers began to think about
durability and maintainability of the system and a other ilities. The following chart shows the
cumulative hits in publications of ilities (in the title or abstract) in the last 130 years (De Weck,
(figure), 2010)
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Figure 36: Cumulative number of ilities journal hits (De Weck, (figure), 2010)
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The key takeaway from the previous diagram is that certain terms like scalability,
interoperability and sustainability are making their way into modern design. It is important that
the architect recognize this fact.
Crawley (MIT SDM System Architecture course, Fall 2010) identified a good starting framework
that allows us to examine the goodness of MOBL.E's architecture. According to this framework,
we need to be asking whether MOBL.E satisfies at least the following constraints.
1. Satisfies customer (beneficiary) needs
Questions: Does MOBL.E meet customer requirements in the near, mid and long term?
Are there compromises that were made in implementation?
Commentary: MOBL.E's design has taken into consideration the mobility needs of the
Portuguese public, but certain lifestyle adjustments will still probably still be necessary
given the limited range and considerable charging time of electric vehicles.
Verdict: 8/10, on a 0-10 scale where 0/10 meets no needs and 10/10 meets all needs
without compromises by beneficiaries.
2. Competes effectively in the "marketplace"
Questions: Marketplace here refers to the transportation market. Does MOBL.E's
architectural model compete effectively with other solutions in the marketplace?
Commentary: MOBL.E's real competition within Portugal in the short to mid-term is not
competing technologies such as BetterPlace (which is a venture that plans to build car
charging spots as well as battery switching stations in Israel, Denmark and other places)
but really just the status quo, as well as clean burning diesel, hybrids and general
improvements in internal combustion engines identified in Appendix B. Recognizing that
the switch to electric vehicles is going to require undesirable initial financial outlays by
people, the government of Portugal is subsidizing EV purchases to make it easier for
people to adopt the technology. There are going be early adopters, but 'crossing the
chasm' (using Geoffrey Moore's language) and enticing the next larger set of customers
to adopt MOBL.E and the EV platform in general will require aggressive positioning that
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is fundamentally cost effective.
These early adopters can come either in the form of fleet based business adopters,
personal adopters who are enamored by the 'cool factor' of EVs, environmentally
conscious people who want to make a personal statement, etc. The move to EV's could
almost be seen as the next step after the move to hybrid vehicles, a significant amount
of knowledge needed to market EV's could be gained by studying the adoption of
mainstream hybrid vehicles (such as Honda Insight and Toyota Prius) in recent years.
However, there are subtle differences between hybrid vehicles and EV's in the
customer's mind (since the former don't come with 'range anxiety). MOBL.E does not
offer the 'instant charging' or the inexpensive battery leasing scheme that Better Place
offers, and those factors are bound to be seen by many as negatives when the effort is
made to take the MOBL.E concept outside Portugal.
Verdict: 6/10, on a 0-10 scale where 0 is a non-viable product and 10/10 is the best
possible solution that offers every feature without any consumer compromises.
3. Incorporates appropriate technology
Questions: Does MOBL.E have a strong technology backbone that supports the needs of
electric mobility? Does it have features that make MOBL.E easy for customers to use it?
Commentary: Portugal is the first country in the world to have a nation-wide smart
charging network for EV and MOBL.E's uses the service oriented software architecture
(SOA) which fundamentally supports interoperability and reusability. The smart card
enabled location based services and social media links have been architected to be state
of the art, even futuristic. On the components side, both slow and fast charging are
supported, but battery swapping technology is not. The hooks for V2G and smart grid
based usage are present in the architecture, but remain to be tested.
Verdict: 8/10, on a 0-10 scale where 0/10 indicates completely obsolete technology and
10/10 represents ideal technology with every conceivable feature without
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compromises.
4. Meets strategic business goals
Questions: Does MOBL.E meet the near, mid and short term strategic goals that it was
created for?
Commentary: The primary drivers behind MOBL.E include aggressive EU norms for
cutting down GHG emissions as well as Portugal's intention to make a mark in the
world's technology innovation space. It is important for the Portuguese government,
especially given their overall limited standing in innovation, to demonstrate that MOBL.E
is not just a political show but a genuine game-changer, and their forward thinking
stance that has embraced electric mobility as one of strategic national importance is to
be commended.
Verdict: Score not available at this time. Only time will tell whether MOBL.E will meet all
of Portugal's strategic goals. It is recommended that a concerted effort be made by the
architects to formally evaluate the system in various future stages.
5. Meets or exceeds present and future regulations
Questions: Does MOBL.E's architecture meet current EU regulations? Is it designed to
work well with regulations of neighboring countries?
Commentary: MOBL.E has been architected from the ground up to comply with EU
regulations for GHG emissions. Portugal's isolation from the rest of continental Europe
represents a problem for electric mobility and now is a great time for car-charging
interfaces to be rapidly standardized to ensure that electric vehicles can be recharged
anywhere within the EU, with any model of charger. Interoperability between electric
vehicles and the charging infrastructure is one of the keys to winning consumers'
acceptance as well as creating a mass market for the new vehicles. Again, the future
remains to be seen.
Verdict: 9/10 on current regulations, on a 0-10 scale where 0/10 indicates zero
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compliance and 10/10 represents full compliance without compromises.
6. Meets unexpected future needs
Questions: Is MOBL.E's resilient enough to meet unprecedented future needs?
Commentary: This question primarily touches upon the issue of scalability. The software
and network architecture, as explained in chapters 3 and 4 respectively, have been
designed to be scalable with little to no fidelity loss. On the infrastructure side, the
Portuguese grid is relatively modern and a need to upgrade hardware due to potential
brown-outs is not expected to arise within the short to mid time frame. Smart Grid and
V2G are expected to be the technologies of the future and despite inbuilt native support
for these features, MOBL.E remains to be tested here. Also in question are some of the
software-based features. Would they work if there were internet/power outages?
Verdict: Score to be determined. Only time will tell.
7. Is operable, maintainable, sustainable, reliable
Questions: To what level is MOBL.E operable, maintainable, sustainable and reliable in
the current and future context?
Commentary: MOBL.E is going to be operated by a carefully constructed team and
transactions will go through a clearing house responsible for maintenance, operations
and sustenance. While initial testing with existing charging stations from the pilot
deployment has shown good results, long term answers remain to be seen. Also of some
concern is alignment of economic incentives between the players- this is being worked
on.
Verdict: Score to be determined. Only time will tell.
8. Can be evolved/modified as appropriate
Questions: Could MOBL.E's operational model be changed quickly and accurately
(without requiring bandage solutions) in the future?
Commentary: The modernity of the Portuguese grid gives it a strategic advantage from
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the perspective of electric mobility since additional infrastructure, capacity and storage
could be added as appropriate. The reluctance of the utility and battery makers to adopt
V2G is on ongoing challenge. On the software side, SOA enables quick re-configurability
at the interface level. On the business side, the clearing house model as explained in
chapter 3 makes it easy for the system to accommodate changing business models.
Verdict: 9/10 with 10/10 representing ultimate flexibility.
9. Can be designed and implemented by envisioned team
Questions: Could the current team take MOBL.E past the pilot stage?
Commentary: There seems to be no question that MOBL.E's design team represents the
best in Portuguese engineering. Several other multinational companies (such as
Siemens) have expressed interest in partnering with the team as well as bringing in their
core competency, and the Portuguese government is supportive of them. The following
section (below) delves deeper into the various 'ilities' associated with design,
implementation and operation.
Verdict: 9/10.
10. Can be implemented with existing/planned capabilities
Questions: Can MOBL.E be implemented with the resources on hand?
Commentary: Again, the modernity of the Portuguese grid gives it an advantage. Lisbon,
Coimbra and Porto are all well-wired on the network and internet side. Charging
stations as part of the pilot program are already in place, and the bottleneck at the
moment is the actual availability of electric vehicles coming into Portugal. The stage
seems to be set for the next phase of MOBL.E.
Verdict: 10/10.
11. Is elegant!
Questions: Is MOBL.E's architecture 'elegant'?
Commentary: Steven Billow, in his 1999 MIT SDM thesis looks at the role of elegance in
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system architecture and design. He states that for a system to be considered elegant, it
must:
1) function according to its stated purpose, and
2) design pressures constraining system design must be simultaneously relieved.
We have established that criterion #1 has been satisfied. #2 speaks about the tradeoffs
necessary in conventional design methodology. It is common to make tradeoffs in
functional performance when all functional requirements cannot be met
simultaneously. One of the tradeoffs that we have seen in the architecture of MOBL.E is
in the adoption of charging mechanisms and standards (only some supported). Another
tradeoff is in the number and placement of charging stations. Finally, the clearing house
centric business architecture itself seems to be one that is optimized for information
distribution, but not for minimizing latency.
Verdict: 9/10.
Summary
Scores for each of the above basic system architectural attributes (ignoring the TBD's) could be
concisely summarized in the following spider plot.
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Figure 37: MOBL.E architectural evaluation (basic)
The main takeaways from the above plot are consistent with some of the predictions in
the previous chapter which talked about the technology in general and some of the
consumer and industry trends- the big question marks around MOBL.E and electric
mobility in general are centered around adoption by users as well as the ability of
governments to drive standardization as well as drive appropriate policy. Technology
and execution seem to be smaller concerns at this point.
The on-the-ground view
Let us examine MOBL.E's architecture in more detail. The process of architecting a complex
system could be conveniently divided into the following functions:
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Figure 38: The Product Development Process (PDP)
Each of the C/D/1/O steps is also typically incorporated into systems' Product Development
Process (PDP) in most structured engineering organizations, and there are typically gate reviews
after each stage (concept review, design review, design validation review and operations
review).
The previous diagram also shows a box called 'common functions' which are steps in the PDD
that span one or more of the above stages.
Crawley suggests that the architect needs to consider a number of factors in each of the above
steps. These activities are not necessarily serial, and they are necessary but not sufficient to
ensure that the resulting architecture is 'good'- the following diagram shows activities that the
architect would need to consider in each of the above steps.
Notice in the figure that the ellipses that encompass the CDIO stages contain many functions
that are shared between the stages. This is consistent with our view of the 'common functions'
in the previous figure.
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Figure 39: Qualitative considerations for the architect during different stages in the PDP
(Crawley, 2010).
Systems are often evaluated by 'ilities' such as flexibility and agility (often unconsciously) by
their purveyors and it is important in such an analysis to take a structured approach to utilizing
these ilities as a means to evaluate the system.
As an extension of the above breakdown, Crawley further suggests an 'ilities' checklist to
evaluate the goodness of the system architected using the C/D/l/O considerations.
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Conceivability Designability Implementability Operability
- Regulation - Speciflabilty -Producability - Deployablity
compliability - Deconposabiity -Manufacturemblty - Operabilityl
- Technology - Interface -Assemblability usability
infusability controlability -Integability - Maintainabilky
- Designability - Verifabilty - Reparabilty
- Analyzability -Testability - Overhaulabilty
-Inspectability - Logistical
- Certifiabilky supportability
- Storability - Trainability
- Transportability - Retirability
- Marketability I
Table 7: A granular 'ilities' evaluation framework of the system architected (Crawley, 2010)
Each of these ilities should be evaluated against short and long term performance.
Based on all the analysis until this point, as well as the impressions that we have formed from
interviews with stakeholders, the following table shows our rough estimates of where MOBL.E's
technical architecture stands from an engineering perspective (assuming good technology
maturity/ high TRL for all subsystems):
Conceivability Designability Implementability Operability
Regulation 9 Specifiability 9 Manufacturability 9 Deployability 9
compatibility___ _________ ____ ______
echnologyinfusabloy 8 Decomposability 8 Assemblability 9 Operability 9i  a ilit I__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __________ 
__
Ave rage 8.5 Interface
controllability 9 Integrability 8 Repairability
Analyzability I 9 ITestability 1 10 lOverhaulability
Ave rage 8.75 lInspectability 10 Logistical
supportability 8
Certifiability 8 Trainability 9
Storability 7 Retireability
ITransportability 10
Marketability 19
Ave rage 8.89
Ave rage 8.75
Table 8: MOBL.E score assignment for ilities associated with C/D/1/O
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The above scores again indicate that the engineering and execution has been good and is not
expected to be a problem for MOBI.E. The hurdles are really centered on user adoption.
For completeness a spider plot of the C/D/l/O average scores is shown below.
Figure 40: MOBL.E C/D/1/O ilities' evaluation
Associated architectural considerations for MOBI.E's architecture
6.1.1 Factor 1: Complexity
Rechtin and Meir's landmark textbook on system architecture in its discussion on
complexity states that essential complexity should be really only driven by functionality and
performance.
The implication to MOBL.E is that it should have chosen a concept which gives it a low
starting 'essential complexity' with an ability to absorb rises in functionality and
performance with modest increases in essential complexity. In our opinion, Figure 3.5,
which discussed the service centric architecture of MOBL.E shows that the architects
created abstractions, and decomposed the system and managed hierarchy appropriately to
keep actual complexity close to essential complexity, and perceived complexity to within
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DesignabilityOperability
Implementability
the limit of human understanding. This is of central importance for operation and
maintenance as the system scales up.
MOBL.E scores 9/10 in this area.
6.1.2 Factor 2 - Delivered Function
In view of the fact that the value (such as improved power industry operations)
fundamentally derives from the delivered function (such as electric mobility), Crawley
advises the architect to be careful about decomposing such that important delivered
functions are spread over many elements.
In analyzing the system architecture of MOBL.E in figure 18, we find that the layered IT
architecture and the hub and spoke power distribution architecture combine well and
optimize value for all stakeholders.
MOBL.E scores 9/10 in this area.
6.1.3 Factor 3 - Emergence in functionality
An essential outcome of architecting is emergent behavior. Achieving intended emergence
and avoiding unintended emergence can depend on decomposition. The failure of a
system, so called "system failure", often occurs because of poor decomposition associated
with emergence; however the common view is that all tightly coupled systems are prone to
accidents.
Only time will tell how MOBL.E works out in this area.
6.1.4 Factor 4 - Interface placement
A popular architecting understanding is that a considerable amount of design (and
ultimately business/ performance) leverage exists at interfaces and the theory is that
interfaces should be placed at points where small changes in the physical/ information
interaction across the interface will have a potentially smaller impact on delivered function.
This presents a large opportunity for the architect for system optimization.
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Also, the architect should not place an interface at an area of high connectivity or
information exchange, as this will cause the actual complexity of the system to rise (Rechtin
and Maier, System Architecture textbook). Additionally, proper design of interfaces isolates
design decision in one element from those in others. However decomposition should be
made so that there is reasonable design latitude within the element, and that not more
than several constraints are placed on the internal design of any element. Systems and
interfaces should be created to allow maximum visibility and understanding of what occurs
at the interface.
Careful attention needs to be paid to the user/retailer interaction through the smart card as
well as the online information provided to the users about charging station scheduling,
billing etc. The amount of information exchanged between these interfaces is only expected
to grow as smart grid and V2G come into play. However, these interfaces constitute
essential complexity which cannot be designed out easily.
The following table shows the interfaces in the service-oriented system architecture of
MOBL.E, as well as whether the above design attributes have been followed.
Do small changes Is there high Interface Interfacesin intemacn chae information isolates anterfull
From To Through n interon have exchange at this elements? alsparfcy
small impact on intrfac? (Yesi. transparency
delivered function? (No is good) good) (Yes is good)
Mobility User MOBIE Mgmt Internet No Yes Yes Yes
___________ Entity
Yes.
Mobility User Electricity Retailer Smart Card Yes Interoperability Yes Yes
can an issue
Mobility User Electricity Retailer Charging Connector Yes No Yes Yes
Electricity MOBL.E Mgmt Network Yes No Yes Yes
Retailer Entity
MOBIE Mgmt Operator Network Yes No Yes YesEntity
MOBIE Mgmt Additional Services Network Yes No Yes YesEntity
Electricity DS ewr/rdYsNo Yes Yes
Retailer _________ _________ _________ ________
Table 9: Author's evaluation of interfaces
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in the MOBI.E service chain
MOBL.E scores 8/10 in this area.
6.1.5 Factor 5 - Legacy re-use
Crawley advises considering accommodation of legacy objects. Design involving re-use will
often dictate decomposition and challenge interface design. MOBL.E scores high points (10/10)
in this area due to its usage of standard architectural frameworks (FCAPS for network
management, SOA principles for billing/transaction management, etc.).
6.1.6 Factor 6 - Suppliers and development organization
The architect will need to partition the system to allow suppliers to work more independently
and creatively, and drive new technology into the design. Likewise alignment of the internal
organization and architecture is desirable. MOBL.E formed its organization in accordance to the
project. Also, work was divided between the designers in a manner that optimized the core
competency of each.
However, Portugal's relative isolation, lesser desirability from a foreign direct investment
standpoint as well as its uncertain economic situation can all play against it from a perspective
of business development with international partners. MOBL.E scores 7/10 here.
6.1.7 Factor 7 - Business Platforms
Elements should be easily combinable to form business platforms. If the system is to be altered
or scaled up significantly in the future, the interfaces must be designed with this in mind.
Electric mobility opens up a whole new business platform for players who can participate in a
number of ways: maintenance, value added services, financing, part manufacturing, etc.
The A.T. Kearney analysis (2011) on the next figure shows some of these ideas. In addition,
Appendix G shows detailed morphological matrices that show how elements could be
combined to form new product /service platforms.
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Figure 41: Platforming and eco-system possibilities in the EV Space (A.T. Kearney, 2011)
MOBL.E's design does not preclude any of the above business platforms from forming, and
scores highly here (9/10)
6.1.8 Factor 8 - Stability, Openness
Modules can become the most stable features of any architecture and 'frozen' standard
interfaces, as necessary as they are, can often retard the evolution of the architecture. The
architect should consider clock-speed of technology change, define interfaces at locations of
long term expected stability, and decide whether such stable interfaces will be open or closed.
In case of MOBL.E and electric mobility in general, standards are still being formed and final
decisions regarding interfaces and interoperability are still being negotiated.
Only time will tell how effective MOBL.E's strategy is in this area, but MOBL.E seems to have
made a good start so far. MOBL.E tentatively gets a 7/10 here.
6.1.9 Factor 9 - Changeability
How will MOBL.E's architecture do over time? Steiner (1998, 1999) introduced a set of
distinguishing features for architectures that endure over time. According to Steiner, there are
a few necessary constraints in any system, which if satisfied, will result in it actually benefiting
from changeability:
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TRUE FOR MOBI.E?
Changeability aspects- Group A (Yes is good)
1 The architecture is used for different products with a
No
common basic set of attributes.
2 The system has a stable, core functionality but variability
Yes
in secondary functions and/or external styling.
3 The system has a long lifecycle with fast cycle times of
implemented technologies driving major quality attributes No
(i.e., functionality, performance, reliability, etc.).
4 The architecture and system are subject to a dynamic
(that is, rapidly growing and strongly changing) No
marketplace with varying customer base and strong (within Portugal)
competition.
5 The architecture and system are highly interconnected
Yes
with other systems sharing their operational context.
6 The system requires high deployment and maintenance
Yes
costs.
7 It is a complex and highly unprecedented system, with
Yes
unknown market [Reinhardt et al., 2001].
Table 10: Evaluating changeability-1
We get mixed results from the above table for the question of whether having a flexible and
changeable architecture will positively benefit MOBL.E. Thinking about this from another angle,
when is changeability not good?
Let us take this a step further- Fricke (BMW's NVH group) and Schultz) have written on the
subject and showed that incorporating changeability into the system architecture may NOT be
cost efficient for a system, which (under Group B):
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TRUE FOR MOBI.E?
Changeability aspects - Group B (No is 'good' since it
benefits MOBIE)
Is a highly expedient, short life system without needed
1 No
product variety
Is a highly precedented system in a slowly changing
2 Yes
markets and no customer need variety
3 Is insensitive to performance change over time No
4 Is developed for ultrahigh performance markets No
5 Has no performance loss allowable. No
Table 11: Evaluating changeability-2
Again, from a cost effectiveness standpoint, we see that having flexibility and adaptability in the
system will mostly benefit MOBI.E in the long term. MOBL.E's layered IT architecture enables
changeability at least on the software side. The hardware side is always harder to change.
MOBI.E gets an 8/10 here.
6.1.10 Factor 9- Technological Dominance
Finally, let us understand where MOBL.E stands in the market, and the things that it has to work
out if the architecture needs to win.
Suarez (London Business School, 2003) wrote that the five milestones in the process of
technological dominance are as shown in the next diagram. MOBI.E has finished Phase 1 (R&D)
and is in an advanced stage of Phase 2 (creating feasibility for the architecture). It is gearing up
for Phase 3 (creating the market).
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Figure 42: The various stages of technological dominance (Suarez, 2003)
Suarez claims that the key factors for success at each stage of the dominance process are
outlined as follows:
Factor Dominance Factor Phase Phase Phase Phase Phase
TYPeO_ 1 I il IV V
Technoogcal superlidty*
Credblity/complementary ***
Firm. Assets
level intaled base *** ***
Strategc manoeuvering
Reguladon
Einion Network effects and *** ***
.. switching costs
mental Regime of Appropriablity
level
Charactedstcs of the
techuological field
Figure 43: Key factors for success in each phase (Suarez, 2003)
Phase 1 deals with creating the appropriate R&D structure to support electric mobility. MOBL.E
was early in the game, although it was probably not the first mover. European regulations
established both the regime of appropriability as well as characteristics of the technology, as
well as to an extent, the nature of business models that would play in the area.
The only possible shortcoming from MOBL.E's perspective could be that it was a bit light on the
actual creation of complementary assets (which are infrastructure or capabilities needed to
support the successful commercialization and marketing of a technological innovation, other
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than those assets fundamentally associated with that innovation). MOBL.E's brand name and
marketing efforts have been on the lighter side (perhaps a conservative move by the team), and
more effort will have to be put in order to evoke emotions in customers and increase the
desirability of the product as it gets into the mainstream.
Phase 2 deals with regulatory compliance (which MOBL.E should have little trouble with) as
well as establishing technological superiority. The advantage that MOBI.E will have within
Portugal, at least initially, is that it will operate as a (government granted) monopoly which
from an economics perspective might be marginally inefficient. In our opinion, MOBL.E,
especially given that Phase 3 (creating the market) will primarily be centered on strategic
maneuvering, the MOBL.E team will need to create a consistent message to create competitive
advantage in the minds of early adopters and those just past the chasm and prepare itself for
competition.
MOBL.E tentatively gets a score of 7/10 here. To summarize, the following spider plot describes
how MOBL.E has fared in the associated architectural considerations:
Managed complexity
Technologically dominant
Incorporated changeability
Long term stability
Delivered functions
Managed interfaces
legacy
Figure 44: MOBL.E architecture evaluation: associated considerations
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Before we summarize the scores in the above figure, let us bring all the architectural scores
together. Since all scoring parameters are at the same approximate architectural level of
complexity, it makes the most sense to group the scores in ascending order.
Figure 45: A full evaluation of MOBL.E's architecture
Grossly, if 6 is average, 8 good and 10 great, (international) market competitiveness comes out
in this analysis as MOBL.E's weakest point.
Clearly, the government driven model of MOBL.E shows its advantages in implementability, long
term stability as well as ability to work with the regulatory structure. Market competitiveness
can be a question mark outside Portugal if MOBL.E will remain a charging station only solution.
Also, agreements between the stakeholders (including revenue generation and profit sharing
plans between central authorities as well as service providers/ mobility vendors) will need to be
put in place since any confusion in billing as well as outages in service (resulting from political
reasons or otherwise) will badly deter MOBL.E's adoption).
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While in our opinion, the technology side of MOBL.E is fairly 'air tight', the platform is mostly
still new - the architects will still need to consider the competition as well as the additional
features/benefits/challenges of Web 2.0 (including social media, location based services, etc.),
integration challenges with the smart grid, etc. and create a world class, solid technology
platform which can both be built upon as well as exported outside Portugal.
Chapter Summary
We started this chapter by piecing together our understanding of the perceived advantages and
disadvantages associated with the architectural features of MOBL.E. We presented a framework
for complex system architecture evaluation as a structured way of critiquing MOBL.E's
architecture: this framework works at three levels- a 'high level' ('40,000 feet') view, a 'mid-
level' ('10,000 feet') view as well as a 'ground' view.
We identified several 'ilities' to test MOBL.E's goodness of architecture, including changeability
and technological dominance, and assigned ratings to each based on our limited and static
understanding of MOBL.E's architecture.
The conclusions from our analysis included that market competence, team organization
(including agreement of revenue distribution and profit sharing) between key stakeholders as
well as the ability to establish a solid, world-class technology platform which can be scaled up
easily and robustly, will increase MOBL.E's value proposition as a compelling mobility solution as
well as make it relevant for adoption within and outside Portugal in the mid to long term.
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7 Chapter 7 - Summary and Conclusions
MOBLE in context
Electric Mobility solutions vary worldwide in richness of features as well as in technology
readiness. These range from semi-private wall charging systems at home and work only (such as
in India where the tiny Reva is the only electric car currently being offered), to MOBL.E which
offers private and public charging stations with variable pricing and value added services, to
Better Place (the "you own the car, we own the battery approach") which is aspiring to offer all
this and beyond, but so far still remains to be seen in mainstream use.
MOBL.E's open architecture offers significant expanded value in the breadth of its offerings (fast
and slow charging, value added services, etc.). Still, MOBL.E, even less than competing solutions
such as Better Place, is not going to be everything for everyone or even a panacea to all of
Portugal's mobility problems. In fact, given the envisioned balance of 'mostly slow charging
stations and a few fast charging stations', there may be initial undesirable externalities within
compact cities like Porto, where higher densities of EV's can actually result in cars having to
wait for long periods at charging stations, eventually leading to a shortage of parking spaces.
It is hoped that such effects will be controlled by careful demand planning as well as innovative
crowdsourcing solutions. Having said this, electric mobility in itself is a just cause and a
cornerstone in the future of transportation as we currently envision it (it will be a while before
human beings will be able to teleport themselves!) and all electric mobility solutions, regardless
of level of advancement, are valuable in their own right.
Architecture summary
While it is not easy to summarize an ongoing project like MOBL.E which is based on an
architecture that is dynamic and extensible, we must conclude in light of the findings in this
thesis that MOBL.E is, in fact, architected well and has a high likelihood of success within
Portugal. The top down architecture evaluation frameworks discussed in the previous chapter
indicate that the design architects have, on a bottom up basis, did the required due diligence in
thinking through the major issues and have achieved successful system integration.
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Unlike other mobility programs that have generated more media attention, MOBL.E has
achieved traction on the ground and has successfully gone through its pilot phase. The industry
standard layered architecture of MOBL.E has clearly yielded advantages in implementability and
scalability. However, electric mobility and MOBL.E in particular is an emerging trend, and time
needs to be spent on creating the relationships that will result in viable business models,
providing the architects as well as the MOBL.E management authority maximum flexibility in
adapting the MOBL.E (including services) to suit the evolving needs of the users.
Functionality outside Portugal
The challenge of making Portuguese EV's work outside Portugal (especially in the neighboring
Spain) is very real and very immediate. The solution of making people use their second, ICE-
based automobile whenever they venture outside cities is only a temporary one. It is
paramount that Europe efficiently settles on an evolvable EV charging standard that works for
most countries, and entrust the vehicle OEM's to work with this standard and develop EV
solutions that work well throughout Europe.
MOBL.E can take faith in the fact that this isn't the first time that we have developed
technologies that work across (state and country) borders. Take the well-known example of
EZPass, which is a transceiver based solution designed to expedite the movement of vehicles
through toll booths. EZPass has worked well across state borders in the US, and has given the
user the benefit of lowered waiting times and seamless payment through an internet enabled
automated billing solution.
At one level, MOBL.E can think of itself as a heavily expanded version of EZPass in that it will
handle billing and transactions, but it will also handle the interface with the grid and deliver
energy as well as value added services at the point of sale. The smart card that MOBL.E is
advocating is analogous to the transceiver present in the EZPass vehicles to establish identity.
However, an important distinction is that EZPass comes into play only when the vehicle
physically passes through a toll booth whereas MOBL.E is continuously 'running', determining
optimal energy use, best energy prices, optimal charging station availability, as well as matching
individual user profiles to services that add the most value. Given the increased complexity, the
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technology challenges are simply more extensive in the MOBL.E case and the evolution of a
robust technology platform will be vital for jump-starting electric mobility within Portugal and
ultimately, MOBL.E's success as the electric mobility business model of the future outside
Portugal.
Technology positioning
Much like how the success of the Nano recently brought the Indian company Tata to the
limelight (Tata's acquisition of Jaguar and Land Rover proved to be the icing on the cake),
MOBL.E could prove to be a strong opportunity for Portugal and Portuguese companies
(particularly Novabase and Efacec given their significant role in the technology) to make a
strong splash in the world technology scene as well as cement their place as innovators. This is
especially given that going 'green' is seen by the world as not as a passing fad, but as a
necessity.
MOBL.E is a partnership between the Portuguese government and the best of the industry in
Portugal and the partnership has resulted in a tangible product which is still being worked on,
but functions well on the ground nevertheless. The Portuguese government involvement, in our
opinion, has actually injected responsibility into the manner in which MOBL.E has been
marketed and MOBL.E has not felt the need to generate significant media hype or go into
extended sales pitches to push its agenda unlike other private company based solutions such as
Better Place.
At the same time, MOBI has also not been a standards push or a showcase exercise by
regulators to prove that Mode 3 charging is the new emerging standard within Europe. In our
opinion, the MOBL.E team has kept the right level of engagement with the standards
organizations and has rightly focused on the success of the project within Portugal.
There is a fair level of excitement from vehicle OEM's to jump on to the electric mobility
bandwagon and given the network effects that this will generate, as well as the open model of
MOBL.E which encourages competition between existing and new players with viable business
models, the playing field has the potential to become a vibrant market once MOBL.E achieves
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critical mass. However, as noted in chapter 5, quite a few things must line up for that to
happen.
Once critical mass in EV's on the street has been reached, a number of secondary effects will
start to emerge. Since a large number of EV's can be seen to constitute one large moving
battery, MOBL.E can open the door to electric mobility being useful to the grid as a whole
(whether as providing the benefits of energy storage or otherwise). MOBL.E's open technology
platform has indeed set the initial framework for EV charging to become a smart grid asset in
the future.
As discussed in Appendix A, one of the exciting things about EV's is the potential for EVs to act
as storage units for offloading excess energy from the grid and sell their unused energy back
onto the grid at needed times. However, to get this right, a combination of competitive rate
structures, real time pricing, and enabling technology is needed. Competitive rate structures
could function as a demand response mechanism by incentivizing use at off-peak hours and, by
providing better rates at times when the grid is under less duress, utilities could encourage
consumers to charge at different times. Also rate structures could provide consumers with good
reason to sell energy back at peak hours and take some weight off generators. Real time pricing
would enforce rate structures with pay-as-you-play energy purchases; tracking when users use
and sell energy, and giving them the corresponding rates (Jones, 2011).
In addition to changes to batteries and transmission that would have to be made to enable
V2G, mechanisms would need to be in place to ensure that when users agree to have EV's float
energy back to the grid, utilities can access their EV's. This requires not just blanket consent
from users, but also robust automation across the system (Jones, 2011).
As a separate note, by blurring the gap between private and public charging, MOBL.E has also
opened the doors to other trends such as parking lot and charging lot sharing, etc., thereby
increasing potential overall efficiency of utilization of urban spaces.
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Final thoughts
The work of Utterback and others at MIT Sloan School of Management has shown that
technology goes through several phases of evolution (from product innovation to process
innovation and finally to service based innovation) and somewhere along this path, the
dominant design for the technology is achieved (such as iPod for music). Clearly, electric
mobility is in a developing state (perhaps where the LP disc was back in the 1960s to use the
same personal music analogy?) and the solution will change significantly over time.
Indeed, electric mobility is an order of a magnitude more technologically complex in
comparison with personal music since so many parallel entities (smart grid, intelligent highways
and cities, smart cars and most importantly- people's behavior) have to evolve together in
concert in order for the final solution to be optimal, and there seems to be strong consensus
that policy and incentives must be aligned correctly for all this to happen. Regardless of the
particulars, policy should always be in a manner consistent with the 'think local and act global'
paradigm wherein policy is spun initially to spur technology growth within first, while
simultaneously customized to address externalities as well as emerging trends.
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APPENDICES:
A. A note on possible benefits from V2G
The "Vehicle to Grid" (V2G) concept ties into what is commonly referred by practitioners as
'Peak Shaving' of Electricity. Peak Shaving is the concept of taking electricity at night when
utilities have a great deal of overcapacity and storing that electricity in the EV owner's battery.
Then, during that period where the grid is asking for electricity that is clearly going to go
beyond the peak capacity of the plant, the utility takes a part of that electricity the EV owners
have stored in their batteries from the night and put it on the grid during peak demand thereby
avoiding brown outs, or having to buy electricity from the open market or having to start up
peak power plants (Lado J., 2008).
For battery and plug-in hybrid vehicles, the power connection is already there. For fuel cell and
fuel-only hybrids, an electrical connection must be added. Red (thick) arrows indicate electric
flow from vehicles to the grid (Kempton, et. al, 2005).
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FIGURE 46: V2G Concept (Kempton et al., 2005)
Although V2G is still in R&D, it is easy to think of the MOBL.E network itself as a mega battery
because the IT backbone of the MOBL.E network has been designed to allow for V2G operation.
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However, there are several challenges before V2G will become accepted. Several players on the
energy value chain will need to be convinced about V2G for the concept to move forward:
1. Car/battery manufacturers/technology: There has to be enough incentive for battery
manufacturers to support V2G. Currently hybrid/electric car batteries have a fixed
number of charging/discharging cycles (which in turn affect warranty directly) and are
not designed to discharge to the grid (with V2G) and more R&D needs to take place
before battery technology is ready for V2G- who will pay for all that?
2. Utility companies: Although power utility companies would be willing to pay for the
excess electricity from car batteries, they only buy power in blocks of at least one
megawatt. It would take at least 20,000 vehicles connected to the power grid to
provide that. The payment would have to be split among all those car owners. For that
matter, how can a power company tell whose car gave how much power, and how
much and to whom the money goes? Excess power drawn from a household is fairly
easy to figure out, but what about a huge company parking lot, where people park their
cars in a different spot almost every day? Given the complications in being paid
1/20000 of a megawatt sale, many car owners may decide it's simply not worth the
hassle (Lado J., 2008).
3. Infrastructure: At the moment, the power grid infrastructure to support a V2G system
does not exist. Although it would be fairly cheap and easy to modify homes to plug into
a car battery and transfer the electricity to the power grid, during peak power usage
times-in the day, during business hours-most people are at their workplace, not
home. Therefore, in order for a V2G system to be practical, a power connection
framework would need to be set up in parking lots across the city. This would quickly
get prohibitively expensive. Who would pay for it? Companies wouldn't want to-
there's not a lot of benefit in it for them. Would the government pay for it, and be
allowed to build a public power structure on private property? One can see how quickly
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this would become a legal and financial quagmire.
4. Electric Car Users: What is the value proposition to them? It is not clear how they should
be incentivized to put power back into the grid. Secondly, electric mobility and all its
associated functionalities have to be customer centric. Even if V2G were to be possible,
it is expected that quite a lot of on-board as well as off-board information has to be
provided to the EV user for the system to gain trust in the community. This includes
seamless charging station locations, proximity and availability, booking status as well as
charging information, battery life, speed guidance, route optimization, consumption
profile and several other factors. Realistically, this will necessitate infotainment
architectures such as GENIVI and AUTOSAR to become standardized in parallel (Lado J.,
2008)
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B. The path to electrification
Boston Consulting Group analysis (2010) shows changing technology in transportation as well
as the expected path to full electric mobility.
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Figure 47: Path to electrification (Boston Consulting Group, 2010)
However, current technology implies that EV's provide value at a high cost, but it is really the
PHEV's and clean diesel cars that optimize the price Vs. performance pareto at the moment.
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KEY POINT Among battery technologies, lithium-ion batteries have a dear edge over other approaches
when optimised for both energy and power density.
Figure 48: Battery Technology performance frontiers (Boston Consulting Group, 2010)
Assuming that growth rates remain the same, the following plot (Boston Consulting Group,
2010) shows the expected rate of increase of EV+PHEV sales through 2020.
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Figure 49: EV expected proliferation (Boston consulting Group, 2010)
It is important to remember that under any* oil price situation, ICE will remain dominant
technology on the streets. EVS including range extenders, PHEV's and Hybrids are expected to
achieve a penetration of up to 20%, with EV's constituting 20% of city cars. Full electric cars will
probably mostly be used in cities not just because range is less important within cities, but also
because cities are increasingly imposing stringent measures on emission (see Mexican case).
Range extenders offer benefits in terms of playing a 'convertible' role for the primarily city car
that might be used for occasional out of town trips (Boston Consulting Group).
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C. Who is a good architect?
Crawley identified that a good architect interprets the needs, defines the goal(s) and function(s)
and (MIT SDM Fall 2010 System Architecture course):
e Interpreting corporate and functional strategies
* Interpreting competitive analysis
* Listening to "customers" or their representative
e Considering the competence of the enterprise
" Infusing technology available
e Interprets regulatory and pre-regulatory influences
e Is sensitive to product liability and intellectual property issues
* Recommends standards, frameworks and best practice
During concept creation,
" Proposes and develops options
e Identifies key metrics and drivers
e Conducts highest level trades, and optimization
* Thinks holistically about the entire product life cycle in terms of
1. design implementation (sourcing and manufacturing)
2. operation
3. product and process
4. risk management
5. sustainability
e Anticipates failure modes and plans for mitigation and recovery
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D. MOBLE design architects
The following table shows many of the key people who have assumed leadership of MOBL.E's
design and implementation (both on the technical as well as business side).
Individual contact information will be available from the thesis author upon request.
COMPANY PERSON ROLE
Jose Rui felizardo CEO
Inteli Luis Reis Project Manager
Miguel Pinto MOBL.E Liason
Government
(GAMEP) Joso Dias Government
Luis Quaresma Board member
Senior manager / MOBL.E
Nova Base Luis Lobo liason
Fernado Baptista MOBL.E Sales
Ze Rui Marques Technology
EDP Antonio Vidigal CEO
Rui Filipe Marques MOBL.E Liason
Luis Antonio Real Viula EV Testing
GALP Joao Nuno Mendes Head of R&D department
EFACEC Pedro Silva Software Engineer
CRITICAL Rui Cordeiro BU Manager
SGORME Rui Filipe Marques MOBL.E Liason
MOBI.E Tech Pedro Fragaso Pires MOBL.E Internationalization
CElIA Helena Silva Hardware Designer
Table 12: MOBL.E Design Architects
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E. Sample architect interview questions
As part of the research methodology, a knowledge base on MOBL.E was built up after an
extensive series of interviews with the design team listed in Appendix D.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no systematic stakeholder/designer interview
framework, so we had to improvise. Questions asked of designers who helped us piece
together the full picture of MOBL.E included the following.
Information about Interview Subject
1. What are your position and duties in your organization? How long have you held this
position?
2. Which organizations inside and outside of your organization do you work closely with?
3. Which MOBL.E projects have you been involved in? What were your role and
responsibilities in each of these projects? How long did you work on the project?
4. How did working on this project fit in with your previous career experiences?
5. Were you involved in any key technical decisions that drove the complexity, cost or
schedule for the project?
Information about Interview Subject's Corporation
1. In what ways did this project contribute to your organization's technological capability?
2. Once MOBL.E will be built, what role does your company play in operations?
3. What methods were used by your organization to achieve the capability building
objectives and to monitor their achievement?
4. How was the project team in your company organized for this program; how were your
partners' project team organized? Did you have to change anything for MOBI.E?
5. What new accomplishments did you see for the engineers in your team at various levels
- individual, small team, large group?
6. Was there a particular person or small team of people that took the lead in shaping the
MOBL.E project and making key, early decisions? Why do you think that happened?
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Organization of Mobi.E - Partners
1. Why do you think the other partner organization was chosen? Did you think wise
choices were made? Would you have done any different?
2. What kinds of organizations are included in the MOBL.E data user community? Please
give some specific examples? How were these potential users included in the execution
of the MOBI.E project?
3. What role did culture of the various project partners play in the project?
4. Reflecting on Mobi.E - Risk, Uncertainty and Success
5. Do you think the MOBL.E project was risky - either financially, technically or in other
ways? Why or why not?
6. What were areas of uncertainty during the project?
7. From your perspective, what aspects of the MOBL.E project went very well? Why do you
think they were so successful?
8. Where do you think MOBL.E is going? How do you think the political environment will
shape the future of MOBL.E?
9. Is there anything else you want to tell us about the MOBL.E project?
Addressing Beneficiary Needs
1. From your perspective, what were the primary needs that your company sought to
address by executing the MOBL.E project?
2. Did your company consider other methods besides the MOBL.E projects to provide these
benefits?
3. In your opinion, did the MOBL.E project provide these benefits?
(If so...) And did the project provide these benefits at a reasonable cost? What about the
schedule - did the project provide benefits within a reasonable schedule?
(If not...) Please tell me why you think so.
Upstream and Downstream Influences
1. [Regulation] Within your country, were there any regulatory issues that have influenced
the execution of the MOBL.E project or the formation of the company?
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2. [Global Economy] Did you see any impacts to the project from the global economic
environment in general?
3. [Natural System Environment] Are there any features of your country's natural
environment that motivated or influenced the MOBL.E project?
4. [Competitive Environment] Are there other government agencies or private enterprises
in your country that are concerned with space technology?
5. [Strategy] What are the long term goals of the company? (i.e. in terms of technical
capabilities, project accomplishments, acquisitions, human resources, funding, political
tactics, etc.) How does this MOBL.E project fit into the long term goals?
6. Did your company's organizational structure influence the way in which work was done
on MOBL.E?
7. [Downstream Strategies] Let's talk about the community that will use the MOBL.E data
generated by the project.
8. What kinds of organizations are included in the user community? Will you please give
some specific examples?
9. How were these potential users included in the execution of the MOBL.E project?
10. Did you have to make any adjustments to the way in which you worked because of an
upstream influence? Did you in turn cause any changes in the adjacent working groups?
11. How about downstream?
12. [Operations] Once the MOBL.E was built, who operated it? What role did the firm play in
MOBL.E operations?
13. Were there any new facilities or pieces of equipment required to do MOBL.E operations
here?
14. What is the funding source for MOBL.E operations?
15. Is it the same as for the MOBL.E itself?
16. How does the funding for operations compare to the MOBL.E?
Expert user interview
1. How do you typically obtain information about MOBL.E?
2. Have you spoken to a forum or other advocacy group?
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3. Would you be willing to be part of such an organization to further the cause of MOBL.E?
4. What was your understanding of MOBL.E during its design? Has that changed now that
the project is completed?
5. What do you personally like best about MOBL.E? What's the worst part? Do you see any
issues?
6. What would you like to see changed or added to MOBL.E in the short/medium/long
term? Where do you see MOBL.E going?
7. What do you think are the biggest challenges to MOBL.E adoption?
8. How do you think change of political power would affect MOBL.E? Do you see any
immediate danger to MOBL.E based on the way the economy is playing out?
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F. Charging Standards:
The International Electro-technical Commission (IEC) standards which are standard across
Europe (the US uses SAE):
At home:
. "Mode 1" - slow charging from a regular electrical socket (single or 3-phase)
In public places:
. "Mode 2" - slow charging from a regular socket but which equipped with some EV
specific protection arrangement (e.g. the Park & Charge or the PARVE systems)
. "Mode 3" - slow or fast charging using a specific EV multi-pin socket with control and
protection functions (e.g. SAE J1772 and IEC 62196)
. "Mode 4" - fast charging using some special charger technology.
Mode 1
Charging an electric vehicle from a domestic or an industrial socket-outlet without additional
specific protective devices is defined as "mode 1". Connecting an electric vehicle to a household
socket outlet using mode 1 is the same as connecting any electric device using a plug and
socket outlet. This mode is currently forbidden in the US for safety reasons, but allowed in
Europe for scooters and mopeds. This mode is simple and easy to implement by way of a
charging station. It also offers the driver the option of charging his /her vehicle almost
everywhere, which guarantees the peace of mind for the first-time buyers of electric vehicles.
AC 
0
Figure 50, Mode 1: Fixed non-dedicated circuit (Courtesy, Schneider Electric)
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However, Mode 1 charging also has several limitations:
1. Limited amount of power (220-240V, 8-16A) delivered. Given today's EV battery power
requirements, this equates to long times (>8 hr.) required for charging EV batteries.
2. Heating of socket and cables after intensive use and possible fire or electric injuries if
certain protective devices are absent. Household sockets are designed to be used at full
load only for short periods (1 hour) - a design insufficient for charging EV's.
3. On top of that, there are uncertainties about the quality of household electrical
installations since government regulation on this subject has only been recently
implemented.
4. Possibility of tripping the local circuit breaker under certain conditions, which stops the
charging process.
The above factors limit the use of Mode 1 charging. Connecting an electric vehicle without any
precaution to this type of installation could be dangerous for people and property when
appropriate protective devices are absent.
Mode 2
The vehicle is connected to the main power grid via household socket-outlets. There are
additional protection mechanisms in the charging cord, thus overcoming the safety risk of using
old installations without RCDs (residual current devices). Charging is done via a single-phase or
three-phase network and installation of an earthing cable. This solution is particularly expensive
due to the specificity of the cable.
AC COM
Figure 51, Mode 2: Non-dedicated socket with cable-incorporated protection device. (Courtesy,
Schneider Electric)
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Mode 3
The vehicle is connected directly to the electrical network via specific socket and plug and a
dedicated circuit. A control and protection function is also installed permanently in the
installation. This is the only charging mode that meets the applicable standards regulating
electrical installations. It also allows load-shedding so that electrical household appliances can
be operated during vehicle charging or on the contrary optimize the electric vehicle charging
time.
Mode 3 and the SAE J1772 connector (which confirms to IEC 61851 standards) combination is
being pushed by Efacec, the main charging station manufacturer, to be the default charging
mode for 'regular' charging stations.
AC
0*
.5
Figure 52, Mode 3: Fixed, dedicated circuit-socket. (Courtesy, Schneider Electric)
An EDP presentation (Vidigal, Lisbon, 2009) summarizes the current mode 3 power interface
options in the next figure.
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3 different standards are proposed:
- Type 1 110 V - 230 V, single phase up to 32 A, max 7,2 kW
Proposed by Japdo/USA
- Type 2 110 V - 480 V, single or three phase up to 63 A per phase or
70 A single phase, max. 43 kW
Proposed by: Germany
European standard candidate
- Type 3 110 V - 400 V, single or three phase up to 32 A per phase, max.
22 kW.
Proposed by : Italy
European Standard candidate
p,~l~,i1y COAt4CJ plk4
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Figure 53: MOBL.E Mode 3 power interfaces being considered (EDP, 2009)
Mode 4: DC
The electric vehicle is connected to the main power grid through an external charger. Control
and protection functions and the vehicle charging cable are installed permanently in the
installation.
AC DC
Figure 54: DC Charging
MOBL.E, for providing a 'fast' charging option to EV users, is moving towards adopting the
Japanese CHAdeMO standard (CHAdeMO is an abbreviation for Charge for Moving, a pun for 0
cha demo ikaga desuka in Japanese, which stands for "Let's go and have some tea (while the EV
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is charging)!). CHAdeMO is a quick charging method for battery electric vehicles delivering up to
62.5 kW of high-voltage direct current via a special electrical connector designed by TEPCO.
Although CHAdeMO is being pushed by Efacec for fast charging, until 2013, Portugal will also
support AC 3 phase fast charging since Nissan-Renault and other car makers have adopted this
standard. It is also possible that in the future, new DC standards, different from CHAdeMO will
come (since both the US and Germany are pushing for such a change). This will necessitate
supporting multiple charging standards on the same DC charging station (similar to multiple
phone charging outlets on one charging pole in airports).
Why DC charging?
Most electric vehicles (EVs).have an on-board charger that uses a rectifier to transform
alternating current from the electrical grid (mains VAC) to direct current (VDC) suitable for
recharging the EV's battery pack. Cost and thermal issues limit how much power the rectifier
can handle, so beyond around 240 VAC and 75 A it is better for an external charging station to
deliver direct current (DC) directly to the vehicle's battery pack. Such high voltage and high-
current charging is called a DC Fast Charge and is also referred to as level-3 charging (in contrast
with less powerful AC charging levels 1 & 2) (Coulomb Technologies Website)
Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO) has developed patented technology and a specification
for high-voltage (up to 500 V DC) high-current (125 A) automotive fast charging via a JARI Level-
3 DC fast charge connector (Green Car Congress, 2010).This is the basis for the CHAdeMO
protocol as used by Efafec's Efapower EV QC 50 charger (which is expected to be a primary
choice for fast chargers in Portugal). The connector is specified by the JEVS (Japan Electric
Vehicle Standard) G105-1993 from the Japan Automobile Research Institute.
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Figure 55: CHAdeMO Connector (Efacec, 2011)
In addition to a safety interlock to avoid energizing the connector before it's safe, the car
transmits battery parameters to the charging station including voltage at which to stop
charging, target voltage, and total battery capacity, and while charging the station has to vary
its output current according to signaling from the car.
In addition to fast charging, swapping the batteries the exchange of empty batteries with
charged ones (called battery switching) is another method (currently promoted by Better Place,
the American company) to power the car in a short time. Accompanying all these connector
and charging system issues are a number of detailed standards considerations relating to
electrical safety (CEN-CENELEC, 2011).
Charging Mechanism
Charging of batteries from the AC mains requires the following apparatus:
1. An AC/DC converter (rectifier and power factor control)
2. A DC/DC converter for the regulation of the current
3. An isolating system (often a transformer for external charging systems).
For AC charging (mode 1, mode 2 and mode 3) all the above-mentioned power equipment is
located on the vehicle. The electronics may use part of propulsion or traction electronics.
Current standards do not require insulation between grid and battery; however this may add
extra technical constraints to ensure low leakage currents (both AC and DC).
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For DC charging (mode 4) all or part of the equipment is located outside of the vehicle in the
charging installation. Two options can be considered:
1. Controlled current charging. This method is presently used for all DC charging. The
isolating transformer and all the power equipment are located in the charging station.
2. Constant voltage or unregulated DC charging: The isolating transformer and the AC/DC
converter are off-board and the vehicle electronics are used to regulate the current to
the battery. This topology is presently in the prototype stage, which means no
standardization recommendations are needed at the moment.
MOBL.E does not require any significant changes in its grid infrastructure to enable MOBI.E. The
existing grid structure could be used and home recharging is being offered as an option. While
shorter drives (<40 Km) are the norm in practice and the first 1300+50 stations across 25
municipalities should suffice in the short run especially in the light of limited EV availability, one
of the issues that might come up is the problem of isolated stations. Such isolated stations may
see hundreds of customers per hour if every passing electric vehicle has to stop there to
complete the trip. It is interesting to note that in the first half of the 20th century, internal
combustion vehicles faced a similar infrastructure problem (Wikipedia, Charging Stations).
Normal power charging would generally take place in domestic settings like home and office
buildings, but could also take place in public locations like curb-side charging poles and public
car parks.
The following figure is an example of a vehicle charging and using its onboard charger at normal
power level. The onboard charger can be compared to a high power mobile phone charger, as it
also normally relies on a high frequency transformer to make it compact and lightweight and is
unidirectional in power transformation. This charger is part of the vehicle and allows it to
charge at any normal socket.
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Supply Network
Figure 56: Slow or Normal Charging (CEN-CENELEC, 2011)
When charging at normal power level, the onboard charger receives AC power and transforms
it into DC on the way to the battery. The controller of the vehicle drive train converts DC energy
from the battery to AC energy to feed the AC engine. The controller is composed of a
bidirectional inverter, as it also regenerates energy from braking back to the battery, using the
engine as a generator. Some electric vehicles use DC instead of AC engines, in which case the
controller is simply a DC-DC converter. In a 'medium' powered charger, the mechanism would
be the same, except the source is a 3 phase power outlet.
A DC Fast Charger would satisfy customer expectations for longer journeys, for instance when
they would like to continue a motorway journey after a relative short recharging stop. It uses an
external charger to convert AC power from the grid to DC voltage and current appropriate to
the vehicle battery. The charger is directly connected to the battery but the voltage and current
are controlled by the vehicle Battery Management System (BMS), which tells the charger what
to do in each instant of the charging session.
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New public or private charge spot
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Figure 57 Fast DC Charging (CEN-CENELEC, 2011)
A summary of Efacec-designed currently available options for MOBL.E is as follows:
Efacec EV Conductive Chargers
Farily Model Voltage Current Rated Output Plug Charging
Power /Socket Mode
Home Easy ISingle phase IRated 13, Rated 3 - IFixed cable [J1772 1Mode 3
Charger
Enhanced Single phase
16 and 32A
Selectable 6
-10 -16 - 25
and 32 A
3,7 - 7,4
KVA
Steps from
1,4 to
7,4KVA
Socket
Fixed cable
Type 2
Type 2
J1772
Type 2
Socket Type 2
Mode 3
Normal Mobi.e" Single phase 16a 3,7 KVA Socket IEC/EN Mode 1/2
Charger Universal* 60309
Public Single phase 16 and 32A 3,7 and Socket Type 2 Mode 3
7,4 KVA
Three phase 32 A 22 KVA Socket Type 2 Mode 3
Single phase 16 and 32A 3,7 and Fixed cable Type 2 Mode 3
7,4 KVA J1772
Quick DC DC up to 125A 50KW Fixed cable G 105 Mode 4
Charging CHAdeMO
AC Three phase up to 63A 43KVA Fixed cable Type 2 Mode 3
Table 12: Efacec Charging Station Options (Efacec, 2010)
*Note: Efacec believes that the MOBL.E universal charger will operate in Mode 3 after the Pilot
phase
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A note on choosing the charging station option
Why is the charging point better than other charging options? A useful tool for architects is the
(QFD- quality function deployment) method in which different possible solutions are measured
in a weighted sum against attributes that are important to the customer. The table below
shows one such trial exercise conducted comparing indoor charging to the dedicated outlet
solution (and the battery swap solution as well).
Connting
convenience 2.
Technology
readiness 5
CAPEX 3.
Cost to user 5.
Convenient 5.
Biz Attractive 3.
Green Factor 3.
Job creation 2.
Load leveling 2.
WEIGHTED SUM
0. 2. 0 1 5
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0 0 0
-1. -2. -2.
2. 0. 1.
-2. -1. -0.5
-1. 2. 1.
2. 2. 2.
-1. 1. 0.5
-2. 1. 0.5
-2. 5. 9.5
Positive scores indicate more
attractiveness than status quo
-5
-10.
3.
2.
-1.
0.
0.
0.5
-16.
Table 13: QFD for charging station solution
The choice of weights is of course subjective- in this case, solution #2 (Dedicated Service Outlet)
comes out on top (see the row WEIGHTED SUM in the above figure), although with other
weighting choices, the outcome could turn out to be different, and another solution, such as
the Battery Swap solution could emerge as the winner. Given this observation, it is imperative
that the architect shows good judgment and chooses the right set of weights so that the overall
result turns out to be meaningful.
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-1.
-2.
-1.
-1.
0.
2.
1.
0.5
-16.
G. Business Model morphological matrices
Veil n tRy
Cutoer Independent provider Energy utility Battery proue Vehicle manufacturer
Custome needent provider Energy utility Battery producer Vehicle mnfcue
Pay for equipment
Pay for equipment
Fixed rate
Fixed rate
Pay per use
Pay per use
Customer Independent provider Energy utility try prod e le manufacturer
Custmer Independent provider I Eneryutlity Battery producer ehicle manufacturer
Vehicle
Vehicle
Blattery
VehIe
llteryI
One customer
I i More than one customer
More than one customer
Figure 58: Morphological matrix for business models around vehicle and battery (Kley et al.,
2011)
Inductive (wireless)
Semi-public (e.g. at employer)
Bteecane
Public
1-phase 3-phase High voltage AC High voltage DC
(Level 1) (Level 2) E (Level 3) 11 (Level 3)
Type of power supply
Amemdity
Connection type
Informnaton flow
inosainprocessing
Operator of power supply
Typ~e Of bilin
Unidirectional
None
Day-ahead
Private
Bidirectional
Unidirectional
Intra-day
Bidirectional
Real-time
state Eergy utility F Independent provider
No fee
No metering
Fixed rate
At charging station
Pay per use
In vehicle
Figure 59: Morphological matrix for business models around energy supply infrastructure (Kley
et al., 2011)
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I
One customer[
[
Conductive (wired)
Private
Requirement of technical & organizational change
Requirement of technical & organizational change
Metering
I
i
I
No services offered Load shifting I I Back-feeding
One participant I More than one participant
ILocal/ standdone grid ]I Balaning group Control zone Nation al
Uncontrolled I Indirect control Direct control
LlPublic grid OC generation Renewable energies
Provider Private I Semi-public Energy utility ndpdetprovider Public
BON/ capensation No fee Fixed rate Pay per use
Figure 60: Morphological matrix to describe business models around energy supply
infrastructure (Kley et al., 2011)
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ChaactrisicDesign pos sibility
H. Key Definitions
(Directly adapted from Pricewaterhousecoopers- PRTM- China's new EV Program, 2011)
1. AC Charging
Used to refer to the charging method when a vehicle is recharged by connecting to a
vehicle charging point that provides the vehicle with one of the standard alternating
current (AC) voltage levels available in a residential or commercial setting (e.g., 240V
AC).
2. Battery Cell
The individual battery units that are then combined with multiple cells into a battery
pack which is then installed in an electric vehicle (EV).
3. Battery Pack
The combination of many individual battery cells to provide sufficient energy to meet
the needs of an electric drive vehicle.
4. Battery Management System (BMS)
The electronics required to monitor and control the use of the battery to ensure safe,
reliable operation. C-Class Vehicle The term C-Class vehicle is used to refer to a vehicle
that is similar in size to a BYD e6 or VW Golf. It is also sometimes referred to as a
compact vehicle.
5. Charge Point
Used to refer to a special electrical outlet with a special plug that is designed to allow
safe and reliable charging of an electric vehicle.
6. DC Charging
Refers to a vehicle charging method where the vehicle is plugged into a battery charger
that provides a direct current (DC) voltage to the vehicle rather than the typical AC
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voltage. DC charging is the emerging approach being used for high power "fast
charging" of vehicles.
7. Discharge Cycles
Refers to the number of times that the battery in an electric drive vehicle provides the
full amount of energy that it can store.
8. Drivetrain
The drivetrain consists of the components in the vehicle that convert the energy stored
on the vehicle to the output to deliver power to the road. In a conventional gasoline
powered vehicle, the drivetrain consists of the engine, transmission, drive-shaft,
differential, and wheels. In an electric vehicle, it consists of the motor, drive-shaft, and
wheels.
9. Electric Vehicle (EV)
In this document, an EV is a vehicle that is powered completely by an electric motor
with the energy being supplied by an on-board battery.
10. Grid to Vehicle Interface
Used in this document to refer to the communication link between an electric drive
vehicle and the power grid when the vehicle is connected for charging. It is intended to
enable vehicle charging while minimizing the potential of electrical overload when
vehicles are charging.
11. Hybrid Electric Vehicle (HEV)
Refers to a vehicle that uses both an electric motor and a gasoline engine to power the
vehicle.
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12. Internal Combustion Engine (ICE)
An internal combustion engine in this document refers to a gasoline engine used in
conventional vehicles today.
13. Inverter
Part of the electric drivetrain, the inverter is a high power electronic control unit that
supplies the voltage and current to the electric motor in an electric drive vehicle.
14. Kilowatt Hour (kWh)
Unit of energy commonly used in electricity. Load Management Means of controlling
the amount of electrical power being consumed on the power grid to prevent overload
conditions.
15. Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle (PHEV)
The PHEV refers to a Hybrid Electric Vehicle that is capable of storing energy from the
power grid in the on-board batteries. This differs from an HEV, which does not have the
ability to connect to the power grid to store additional energy.
16. Power Grid
The network of electrical transmission and distribution equipment that delivers
electricity from the power generation plant to the individual consumers.
17. Smart Battery Charging
Used to refer to EV battery charging where the time and speed of charging is managed
to ensure that grid resources are used efficiently and that the electric power capacity of
the grid is not overloaded.
18. Smart Grid
Used to refer to a power grid with the ability to electronically communicate with
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individual electric meters and electrical devices that consume electric power.
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